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People say boundary
in low cost, high quality
Now you can test that

Find common manufacturing fou Is
without test patterns libraries or physical
test access with boundary-scan design and
VICTORY software.

Increasing device
complexity. Rising
pattern development costs. High
density packaging.
Disappearing nodal
access. These are
the board test problems boundary
scan was created to
solve. Which is fine
in theory. Only
problem is there
hasn't been any
way to put boundary scan
to the test. Until now.

VICTORY- the first software to automate
boundary-scan testing.
Introducing VICTORY" from Teradyne: the only
software toolset ready to help you turn boundary-scan
theory into apractical advantage. From the moment
your first boundary-scan device is designed in,
VICTORY starts
to simplify the The VICTORY toolset is the
comprehensive solution
testing of
for boundary-scan test and
diagnostics.
complex digital boards. And
the more boundary-scan parts
you have, the
more time and
money you save.

Delivers high faultcoverage.
Whether you're testing
one boundary-scan part or
boundary-scan networks,
VICTORY software
automatically gives
you 100% pin-level
fault coverage. Using
the IEEE 1149.1 and BSDL
standards, it takes VICTORY
only a
Concurrent
engineering
minute or
takes on new
when
two to gen- meaning
you use
VICTORYs
erate test
Access
Analyzer to
patterns. It optimize
board
layout for
would take testability
and
aprogram- cost-efficiency.
mer days,
even weeks to deliver
the same fault coverage
for conventional designs.
Now you can find stuck-at
faults, broken wire bonds,
wrong or missing components- even open input
pins-all without manual
diagnostic probing.
VICTORY's fault
diagnostics clearly
spell out both fault
type and fault location. And that's just the
manufacturing process

scan is abreakthrough
board testing
theory.
mized board layout
without lowering
fault coverage.

feedback you need to eliminate defects where it's
most cost- effective—at the source.
Helps solve the test access problem.
With boundary-scan design and VICTORY
software, you won't need bed-of-nails access
on nodes where boundary-scan parts
are interconnected. That means
fewer test pads. Fewer
test probes.

Good for the
bottom line.

Boundwy- Scan Intelligent Diagnostics idente
faults by type and location without physical probing —even on
high-density SMT assemblies

Shorter test programming time. Higher fault coverage. Lower PC board and test fixture costs. The bottom line on VICTORY is how positively it will affect
your bottom line. And because VICTORY works with
all Teradyne board testers, you're free to tailor atest
process that's cost-effective for both your boundaryscan and non-scan boards. No matter what your test
objectives. For example, with our new Z1800VPseries testers, acomplete solution for in-circuit and
boundary-scan testing starts at well
under $100,000.
Make the next
logical move.
Call today.

That's
acompelling advantage
to board designers.
Which is why VICTORY%
Access Analyzer was developed. With
this concurrent engineering tool, designers get
testability information early in the design process.
They can easily see where test points are required for
visibility and where they can be dropped, for opti-

Boundary scan is
the design-for-test
Get high fault coverage at low cost when you
breakthrough that
test boundary-scan boards with our new
Z1800 VP system and VICTORY software.
promises lower cost,
higher quality board testing. But don't take our word
for it. Call Daryl Layzer at (800) 225-2699, ext. 3808.
We'll show you how, with VICTORY software and
Teradyne board testers, you can test this theory
for yourself.

01991, Teradyne Inc. 321 lIarrison Avenue. lloston, Massachusetts IT2118. VICTORY is atrademark of Teradyne, Inc.
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Good Sines
Bad Signs
Looking for alow-noise, fast-switching signal source?

Electronics
Elffl? dl

Jonah McLeod
MANAGING 11)TIOR

Good Sines MM

Whether its automatic test equipment, satellite uplinks,
EW communications or imaging systems, Programmed
Test Sources has a frequency synthesizer to fit your
needs GE MRI units, Teradyne Testers, Varian Spectrometers
all use PTS synthesizers

Bad Signs SSS

And while other manufacturers have big dollar signs. PTS
synthesizers start as low as S1,950
PTS manufactures acomplete line of precision synthesizers covering the 100 KHz to 1GHz frequency range with
switching times as fast as 1µ second for our direct digital
models And plenty of other options as well, like resolution
down to 1 hertz (millihertz available as special order),
GPIB and digital phase rotation
Just as important, along with every PTS synthesizer
comes our absolutely everything covered 2-year
warranty. At the end of two years comes our flat S350
service charge for any repair up to the year 2001 1PTS has
acommitment to quality you won't find anywhere else
Find out how PTS synthesizers used the world over can
help you in for your application today . Call for our complete
catalog, or to talk to an applications engineer.
Call (508) 486-3008

Fax (508) 486-4495

PROGRAMMED TEST SOURCES Inc
9Beaver Brook Road P.O. Box 517 Littleton MA 01460
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Here are just a
few places where you'll
find components from Analog Devices.
(itaimme

17nthmrri
Anthem Electronics •
1160 Ridder Park Drive
San Jose, CA 95131 408-453-1200

Electrones Corporeten • Dallas. Texas

You'll find our components in everything
from medical imaging and radar systems
to video and PC screens.

Pioneer
Analog components meet the most
demanding specifications in military and
aerospace applications.

FUTURE
ELECTRONICS
Future Electronics (Canada) •
237 Hymus Blvd.
Pointe-Claire, Quebec, Canada H9R 5C7
514-694-7710

Pioneer Standard •
4800 East 131st Street
Cleveland, OH 44105 216-587-3600
Pioneer Technologies •15810 Gaither Drive
Gaithersburg, MD 20877 301-921-0660

ALLIED ELECTRONICS

INC.

A SUBSIDIARY OF HALL MARA Lr

Allied Electronics •
7410 Pebble Drive
Ft. Worth, TX 76118 817-595-3500

NEWARK ELECTRONICS'
A PREMIER Company

Newark Electronics •
4801 North Ravenswood
Chicago, IL 60640 312-784-5100

HE

Major consumer electronics companies stay
cost- and performance-competitive with
Analog components.

II.! BELL
V. INDUSTRIES

ALLIANCE ELECTRONICS

Alliance Electronics •
10510 Research Road, SE
Albuquerque, NM 87123 505-292-3360

Hall-Mark Electronics •11333 Pagemill Road
Dallas, TX 75243 214-343-5000

Components from Analog are what's driving
DMR, DAT, disk drives and many other
high-performance applications.

Bell Industries •11812 San Vicente Blvd.
Suite 300, Los Angeles, CA 90049
213-826-6778

Now it's easy to get the right component in the right quantity for your application, whether it be for alinear,
DSP or mixed-signal design. Because now ICs from Analog Devices are available at key distributors in your area.
Distributors who offer aknowledgeable applications staff and acomplete line of Analog components.
So next time you need linear, DSP or mixed-signal ICs with the right performance
ANALOG
and at the right price, call one of our local distributors. You'll get them on demand.

DEVICES

Analog Devices, One Technology Way, P.O. Box 9106, Norwood, MA 02062-9106, (617) 329-4700
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FRONT
STATE OF SIEGE IN PC INDUSTRY
M

S-DOS is under siege. The venerable operating system that has served as the backbone of
the personal computer revolution now finds itself beleaguered by two factions eager to topple it from its desktop perch. The new Advanced Computing Environment consortium leads
one flank of the attack, an aggressive group of workstation suppliers the other (see p. 41).
What we are witnessing is amajor shift in power from one form of computing to another.
ACE is playing both sides of the game, mustering apowerful group of industry movers and shakers
in setting de facto standards for both high-end PCs based on Intel Corp. microprocessors and RISC
workstations based on the MIPS Computer Inc. CPU. Both platforms will be offered with the OS/2 or
Unix operating systems. The workstation vendors, meanwhile, keep cutting costs on their machines
while adding processing punch, thus edging onto PC turf.
To understand ACE's strategy, consider the battle plan of one of its key members, Compaq Computer Corp. The Houston company made its mark building high-priced, cutting-edge systems as soon as
the technology carne available to do so. It was first with 386SX and 486-based PCs. But today this strategy has hit awall, as evidenced, perhaps, by the company's slowed growth last quarter and its decision
to slash prices on its machines. At the heart of Compaq's problem is the fact that the window on nextgeneration products, in which it had the market to itself, has closed. Compaq's PCs are more quickly
being cloned and its margins eroded by aggressive competitors. What's more, users putting down hard
cash for apremium PC are getting less for their money simply because the application programs are
not taking advantage of the wider word widths and sophisticated architecture of these machines.
Microsoft Corp.'s vaunted Windows 3.0 gives Compaq and other suppliers of high-end systems
something of areprieve, since this graphical user interface demands large amounts of processing
power. A garden-variety clone can't handle Windows. But the applications haven't caught up; most don't make full use of the functionality of Windows.
Some users have gotten around the applications problem
by opting to run the powerful and flexible Unix operating
system on their high-end PCs. Unix and its associated applications take fuller advantage of the processing punch
of these machines. But there's no such thing as afree
lunch: running Unix on aPC means upgrading its peripherals to match the needs of the operating system, adding
sophisticated networking capability; alarger, higher-resolution monitor; ahigher-capacity disk drive; and some form
of tape backup. After tallying up the tab, some users realize that for about the same money, they could have
bought aworkstation with all that functionality built in.
As the line blurs between low-end workstation and
high-end PC, the computer market becomes apretty interesting place—which is no great revelation to anyone
who recalls the currents of change that have swept the electronics industry over the past decade. Shifts in power bring
new winners and losers. Watching the PC and workstation arena as ACE spreads its wings could become
\
the next great spectator sport. Zli
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Over 2500 Standard Models
Add Up to Your
Power System Solution
Over 2500 standard models add up to alot of flexibility.
Whatever your requirements...input voltage, output voltages,
power levels or temperature...odds are that Vicor has your
solution.
Our component-level power solutions feature high efficiency
and low-noise FM control, in small standard packages,
at prices that won't break your budget. Give us acall...
let us show you how quickly and easily power components
add up to your total power system solution.

VICOR

Component Solutions For Your Power System
23 FRONTAGE ROAD, ANDOVER, MA 01810 TEL: (508) 470-2900 •FAX: (508) 475-6715
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FEATURES

55
All talk, no action
Once the domain of nerdy entrepreneurs,
the CAE industry is growing up—but it's
having trouble giving the market what it
wants in the form of top-down,
system-level design solutions

PAGE 5

41

COVER: ANEW LOOK F3R PCs
Abattle is brewing on the desktop
ACE initiative, Intel x86 plans, Windows,
and DEC's new push are all stirring
the sagging PC business—and posing
abig challenge to the hegemony
of MS-DOS

48
Multimedia computing hits asour note
A copyright struggle may be in store
for the fledgling industry as multimedia
developers bump into the issue
of artists' rights

PAGE 33

Jesse H. Neal
Editorial Achievement
Awards
1956 Merit, 1965 First
1975 Merit, 1976 Merit
1977 First, 1978 First
1988 Merit, 1990 Merit

DEPARTMENTS
4

Companies covered in this issue,
indexed to the first page of the article
in which each is mentioned.

Up Front

13 Letter from Cambridge

88open Consortium Ltd

20 Face-Off: Auctioning spectrum

18

Aberdeen Group

32, 41

Advanced Computing

59 Electronics Index

4, 41

Advanced Micro Devices
Inc
Altera Corp

64 Information Center

WORLDWIDE NEWS
25

News Front
•Don't count us out,
says 88open
•Less time to market:
Racal and Ikos cut an
EDA deal
•AT&T-NCR: massive
merger, massive
processor

Communications
Panning for gold in the
new personal
communications
spectrum

22
Products to Watch
*Sharp shows wallmounted color TV
•Stardent links i860 to
Unix V.4 for low-end
desktop graphics
*DEC's first ACE
workstation is
upgradable
*Mentor eases design of
multichip modules
•Media-Link bus joins
DSPs and PCs

33
European Observer
•Will Japan dominate
the European
computer scene?
•France Telecom hangs
out the "Partners
Wanted" sign
•EC reaches dumping
accord with Japanese

Authors, and Publishers

AT&T Co

35

MIPS Computer Systems

32E, 321•1*

Broadcast Music Inc.

48

Bull HN

33

Cadence Design Systems

Corp.

Computers
DEC tries again in the
PC business with a
strong 486-based entry

EXECUTIVE BRIEFING
35
Semiconductors
Watch out, gate arrays:
time-to-market fever
means abigger ASIC
role for the new breed
of technologically
feistier PLDs

Inc

4, 41

Motorola Inc.

25

48

Corp

25
18, 321, 33

NEC Systems Laboratories
Parsys Ltd

321.*

Parsytec GmbH

321.*

Cypress Semiconductor
35
35, 55

Dazix

Association
National Semiconductor

55

25

Corp

20

48

4, 28, 32, 41

Cylink Corp

Broadcasters
National Music Publishers

NCR Corp

Compaq Computer

Dataquest Inc

32

48

18

Cole Gilbume

Distribution
Selling computers in the
EC will be easier—but
it's also going to be
harder

41
32E*

National Association of

Inc

28

32E*

Microtel Ltd.

13

British Telecom

plc

35

Ask Computer Systems
Inc

18

22, 55

Microsoft Corp

American Society of Composers,

NEWS ROUNDUP

32L*

Mentor Graphics Corp.
Mercury Communications

Environment

63 Advertisers' Index

Meiko Ltd

55

Digital Equipment

41

Plus Logic Inc.

35

Poqet Computer Corp.

28

Quick Logic Corp.

35

Racal-Reclac Inc.

8, 55

Randall House Associates

48

Santa Cruz Operation

41

Scientific and Engineering

Corp

22, 32, 41

Software

55

France Telecom

33

Gartner Group Inc

41

Groupe Bull

28

Sharp Corp

22

Harris Semiconductor

55

Silicon Graphics Inc.

41

Harry Fox Agency Inc.

48

Software Publishers

Harvard Business School

13

IBM Corp.

32, 41, 48, 55

¡CL Ltd

28

Ikos Systems Inc

18, 55

Ing. C. Olivetti & Co
Intel Corp

28
4, 35, 41

Interactive Multimedia

SGS-Thomson
Microelectronics

33

Association

48

Spectrum Signal Processing
Inc
Stardent Computer Inc.
Sun Microsystems Inc
Synopsys Inc
Telmat GmbH

22
22
41, 55
55
321.*

Association

48

UBS-Philips and Drew

Intergraph Corp

55

Valid Logic Systems Inc.

55

Voyetra Technologies Inc.

48

Wayzata Technology Inc

48

International Mobile
Machines Inc.

25

Lattice Semiconductor
Corp

Wessels, Arnold &
35

Logic Modeling Systems
Inc
MacroMind Inc

Henderson

35

55

Zenith Data Systems Corp

28

48

Zycad Corp

55

13

*International only

Medical Analysis Systems
Inc
Medical Data Processing
Inc
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Xilinx Inc
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CASE and Al solutions include HP'S SoftBench;
Interactive Development Environments; Intellicorp; Inference:
and Neuron Data

Mechanical CAD solutions include SDRC;
HP ME 10 and 30;
McDonnell Douglas;
Parametric '11-chnology; and PDA.

Move up the launch
Whether you're launching a
new car, anew chip, or anew
magazine, you'll get it to market
faster with anew HP Apollo
RISC workstation.
And that speed won't cost you,
either. Those 76 MIPS come
for less than $20K for grayscale; $27K for color. And, if
57 MIPS will launch you fast

enough, you can get that for
under $12K.
Of course, you'll go nowhere
fast unless your applications
run on our workstations.
Chances are very good that
they do. The top programs are
already ported. And more than
3,600 applications are now
available on PA-RISC.

HP'S open design allows for an
easy fit into your multivendor
network. As well as for easy
upgrades when you're ready
to grow.
The sooner you get your hands
on anew HPApollo RISC workstation, the sooner you'll be
launching new products. So

For electrical CAD, software is available from Cadence Design Systems;
Mentor Graphics; Zulcen; Racal-Redac;
and VISL among others.

For Electronic Publishing, Desktop Productivity and Database,
available software includes Informix; Oracle; ASK/Ingres; Interleaf;
and Island Graphics.

IPS!
dates.
call 1-800-637-7740, Ext. 2062
for more information. It could
help your business really
take off.

HEWLETT
PACKARD
)1991 Ilewlett-Packard Company

CPWG016
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NEC NEWSCOPE

GLOBAL VISION: FOR INTERNATIONAL
CORPORATE INFORMATION NETWORKS.

T

oday's multi-national corporations require an efficient

We even offer system operation and

network for international infor-

Global VISION is a high-quality,

management.

Global VISION opens the full
range of advanced services. Facsimile
and voice mail eliminate time
zone problems. Distances disappear
with international teleconferencing,
remote CAD and high-speed file
transfer.
High-quality NEC products form

mation exchange. NEC responds

multi-media network that integrates

with Global VISION (Versatile Solution-

telephone/facsimile, data and images.

the heart of Global VISION systems.

Oriented Network), asophisticated

For international networking, it :eases

These include our advanced multi-

private network that can be tailored

cost-effective, high-speed digital cir-

media multiplexers, PBXs, packet

to specific corporate needs.

cuits on satellites or submarine cables.

switCes and facsimile mail systems.

Global VISION connects to domestic

NEC invites consultation from

work construction. Our services range

private networks and, where regula-

corporations interested in Global

from problem analysis to system

tions permit, to public switched-

VISION to reduce communications

design, installation and maintenance.

telephone networks.

costs and improve productivity.

NEC provides total support for net-

CC

Computers and Corrmunications

NUMBER 145
READY FOR

LATEST SHOWCASE

SDH/SONET

OF SKYSCRAPER

DIGITAL NETWORKS.

INTELLIGENCE.

our Open Application Interface, is a
completely new OA system that
integrates adigital PBX and acomputer.
Utilizing atelephone terminal with
liquid crystal display,users can take advantage of message! paging services

T

T

next-generation smart buildings.

business information to 105 offices

Europe and Japan all have different

The tower provides acomfortable

across the country. It also provides

digital communication standards,and

environment for

teleconferencing with

the digital networks of the nations

6,000 headquarters

three NEC subsidi-

involved cannot freely interconnect.

personnel and

aries in the U.S.

he goal of worldwide telecommunications is free exchange

of information throughout the

global community. But North America,

The network node interface (NNI)

he NEC Super Tower, our new
180m, 43-story skyscraper in

Tokyo, is a living model for

and an on-line telephone directory for
over 35,000 extensions.
TV Aladdin can broadcast strategic

supports them with

A super-large build-

operating in the synchronous digital

integrated communi-

ing automation

hierarchy (SDH) offers aclear solu-

cations, information

system offers inte-

tion. SDH is recommended by CCITT/

processing and

grated control for

CCIR and sets an international

television systems.

all facilities and

standard for high-speed digital trans-

The Super Aladdin

manages even such

mission. SDH is the key to flexible

system supports 20-

broadband networks that feature

plus services including

prevention and disas-

efficient operation, administration

electronic processing

ter preparedness.

and maintenance.

aspects as crime

of business forms,elec-

The sophisticated

tronic mail and filing,

office and building

arena with new fiber optic transmis-

electronic secretary,

automation systems

sion systems (FOTS) and digital radio

and acompany-wide electronic cabi-

products. The primary multiplexer

net. Super Aladdin links 7 distributed

622.08Mbps trunk fiber optic LAN,

combines tributary signals of 1.5, 2,

power servers with workstations or

and a unique integrated voice and

or 6.3Mbps to 51.84 or 155.52Mbps.

2,000 PCs in aLAN.

data LAN on each floor of the tower.

NEC is prepared to enter the SDH

The high-order multiplexer bundles

Telephone Aladdin, designed for

in the tower are supported by a

Super Aladdin: Available only in Japan.

these composite signals up to
24G bps. Cross-connector functions
are also offered. SDH digital radios

NEW LD MODULE FOR CATV DISTRIBUTION.
EC's answer to the growing
need for fiber optics in the

N

tops in the industry. In 40-channel

CATV industry is a1.3pm dis-

4mW output power, our LD module

tributed-feedback,laser-diode module.

offers: CS0.-60dB,CTB-65dB, and

are already in commercial service in

The OD-8339 improves picture clarity

RIN-150dB/Hz.

Japan. FOTS based on SONET (the

by reducing noise and distortions in

U.S. version of NNI) have been on

analog CATV distribution.

include 4/6GHz-150Mbps systems
for long-haul use and an 18GHz150Mbps system for short-haul use.
FOTS and digital radios with NNI

field trial in the U.S. since 1990.

Higher performance comes from

AM/FDM CATV transmission with

The OD-8339 comes with asinglemode fiber and afine FC-PC or D4-PC
connector. It provides stable operation

SONET digital radios will go on trial

two internal isolators working in

over ambient temperatures from

this year in Australia and the U.S.

tandem. They deliver 50dB isolation—

0°C to 55°C.

NEC

We make it stick.
When quality depends on
calibration, depend on HP.
If the quality of your product
depends on the quality of your
measurements, you have to be
absolutely sure of the calibration of your test equipment.
And the best way to do that is
with HP Calibration Services.
We'll help you develop asolid
calibration program that fits
your production requirements
and calibration cycles, and
complies with all the standards
you have to meet.
You'll have the security of
knowing that Hewlett-Packard
stands behind you, with complete, thorough data reports,
tracking procedures, and certification to help you pass audits
with ease. Calibrations are
performed at customer service
centers in over 40 countries.
We can also provide them at
your site. And we move fast. The
HP ExpressCal program reduces
downtime by completing
most scheduled calibrations
in 24 hours.
So, for calibration you can
depend on, call 1-800-835-4747.
Ask for Ext. 418, and find out
how HP can help you put a
complete calibration program
firmly in place.

There is abetter way.

UZI
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HARVARD BUSINESS SCHOOL TAILORS PROGRAM TO ENTREPRENEURS

ACRASH COURSE FOR CEOs

BY LAWRENCE CURRAN

yyour own company, and you

ou're owner and president of

can't even get away for aweek's vacation, much less go back to school. Nevertheless, maybe you should know
about aprogram at the Harvard Business School in Cambridge, Mass., tailored expressly for managers like you.
And if you talk to some of the more
than 1,800 graduates of the
Owner/President Management Program, you may become convinced of
the value of setting aside time to join a
network of entrepreneurs who have
found the program invaluable in making them better managers.
OPM consists of three intensive sessions of three weeks each in three consecutive years—nine weeks in all. Enrollment is restricted to executives who
own and manage their own companies, usually as president and/or
chief executive officer, and who
have at least 10 years of managerial experience.
Take Dick Peisch. He
has completed two
OPM sessions and
will go back next
February for his
third. In addition to
becoming part of a vital
network of colleagues,
Peisch says the chief benefit he's deriving from OPM
is obtaining "a very structured business education,
which Inever had as a
liberal arts student in college. It's been agreat experience already. I'd go every
year." Peisch doesn't have an
MBA. He has an undergraduate degree from Harvard,
but felt he couldn't take
two years off from running a company to
get the graduate degree. He's president
and owns 100% of
the stock of Medical

Data Processing Inc., a Brookline,
Mass., company that handles billing for
doctors and hospitals using personalcomputer-based local-area networks.
Peisch says his company is "at the lower
end" of the $3 million to $100 million
range of firms from which OPM students come.
For her part, Sandra Kurtzig, a1979
OPM graduate who is president and
chief executive officer of Ask Computer
Systems Inc. in Mountain View, Calif.,
says she wouldn't change anything
about the OPM structure, calling it "a
great program." In her newly published
book, entitled CEO, she says of OPM:
"The first thing Ilearned was how little I
knew about running acompany. Ihardly knew how to read afinancial statement. Ididn't know much about strate-
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gic planning. Ididn't know how to
leverage financials and borrow against
them—or even that companies did so."
But the case-study method used at
OPM reaffirmed for Kurtzig that her instinctive approach to business was usually well founded. "When it came time
to solve a problem," she writes,
"whether financial, dealing with people,
marketing, whatever—nine times out of
10 my gut feel led me in the right direction. It was agreat confidence builder."
Ask Computer develops and sells,
among other software products, the Ingres relational data base and Manman
and MaxCIM manufacturing-management application programs. The 1979
revenue goal Kurtzig set after returning
from Cambridge was $2 million; today's
revenues are close to $400 million.
At OPM, each three-week, six-daysa-week session has 100 to 120 students, who pay $9,875 for each
session. The fee covers room,
meals, classroom instruction,
books and case materials,
athletic activities, and health
fees. The OPM day begins
with 7 a.m. breakfast with
colleagues and extends
into small-group discussions long after
dark. There's usually a
break from 2:30 to 6
p.m. for study and
preparation as well
as physical activity.
The curriculum
in each session repeatedly
examines, in progressively
greater detail, topics that
owner-managers confront
over and over in their
companies. That includes
planning, strategy, and tactics;
profitability;
marketing; ethical issues
of business and management; making the transiqt. don from informal to
formal methods of
managing; cash
management; dealing

I
---

with the financial community; interpersonal relationships; and providing for
management succession.

S

tudents are taught by seven
members of the Harvard Business School faculty, who rely heavily on
the school's famed rise-study method.
In fact, however, they learn agreat deal
from one another, says Martin Marshall,
chairman of the OPM faculty and Harvard's Henry K Byers Professor of Business Administration. "I tell them on the
first Sunday night that while they don't
know anyone else in the room then,
within aweek they'll be friends," says
Marshall. "They become sounding
boards for each other, developing into
networks of bosom buddies. They actually have reunions."
Seven or eight students share acommon living room adjacent to their private bedrooms, learning from one another in the living group as well as in
three larger classroom discussion
groups per day. The emphasis in smallgroup and classroom discussions is on
case studies. Peisch says he's heard one

input from your classmates," says
professor liken the OPM curriculum to
"the core of the apple of aHarvard MBA Peisch. "That's the heart and soul of the
program. Ican almost see my house
program" because students dissect
from the OPM dorm because Ilive in
some 250 case studies in nine weeks,
Cambridge, but Ilive in the dorm at
against about 600 in atwo-year Harvard
OPM. Some of the guys I've met here
MBA course.
A typical case study encompasses a will be lifelong friends," he says.
Marshall points out that all three
25-to-30-page documentary on a real
units in the program cover each of five
company's experience that's based on
basic concerns of owner-managers:
careful field research. The case demarketing strategy, overall strategy and
scribes the company and its industry enoperations, financial policy, managevironment, providing all the facts leadment control, and the human aspects of
ing to a decision management must
business. But there's also agreat deal of
make to achieve some corporate goal.
flexibility. "Each student comes in with
Each case involves one or more of the
a personal agenda," Marshall says. "If
subjects covered in the curriculum, and
you're not good at personnel relations,
there is no single "right" decision.
you may want to tailor the program to
For example, Marshall says that
that agenda."
every class studies the marketing strategy of L. L Bean, the renowned mailor example, by the time Kurtzig
order retailer in Freeport, Maine, whose
reached Unit III, the last session,
only store is located there. And every
she had decided to take Ask Computer
class sees trouble ahead for the firm bepublic, "and she talked to everyone
cause of its narrow strategy. "But they're
there about the pros and cons of an inistill going strong," Marshall says.
tial public offering," Marshall says.
"Living and working with 120 others
Enrollment in OPM is carefully balwho have similar experience means
that you get a tremendous amount of anced so that students represent a
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We supplyour clients with
awide array
of connector parts,
even if they go to parts
unknown.
-Lyn Bresnen
Multi-National
Account Executive

E

broad variety of disciplines and markets. And they come from everywhere.
Mashall says U.S. business is somewhat
parochial in its methods, "so we get
people from all over the world" to get
an international flavor. That flavor was
particularly noticeable during the Gulf
War, when there were two Kuwaitis, an
Iraqi, and two Egyptians in the course.
Marshall says there are no more than
10 or 12 students who mn electronics or
computer companies, and a similar
number from each of several other industries, so they can bring their varied
backgrounds to bear on agiven rase.
The OPM faculty is available for individual consultation during each session,
and may occasionally recommend a
consultant on a given problem to an
OPM graduate, but the usual experience is that OPM students call on each
other as consultants. "While they're
here, we offer alot of free consulting,"
Marshall says, "but Iknow of only one
faculty member who is on the board of
fan OPM student's] company. The students get to know each other and get
on each other's boards."

Another ieunt OPM graduate, Ivan
Modrovich, attests to the ability to tap
the experience of peers as probably the
most valuable aspect of the program.
Modrovich is president of Medical Analysis Systems Inc. in Camarillo, Calif., a
$13 million manufacturer of chemicals
used in automated medical diagnostic
instrumentation. "It's a special kind of
environment," he says. "You constantly
do your own thinking but with people
who have the same kinds of problems
you have, without worrying about exposing weaknesses."

though he sees ap.sychological obstacle
to students committing to four weeks
away from running acompany. 'They
pack one hell of alot into three weeks,"
he says.
Modrovich himself had reservations
about being away from his firm even for
three weeks, but concludes that "it was
the most valuable investment of my
time I've made in my life. I'm very high
on the program."
Surprisingly, Marshall says student
reservations about being away from
their companies seldom come up. "1
have encountered it only once in 12
years," he notes. That instance involved
odrovich hasn't yet called on
many classmates to brainstorm
an executive from aRhode Island firm
aproblem, but he's confident he can, if who repeatedly postponed his enrollnecessary, "because Imet people who
ment because of the press of business.
are in businesses complementary to my
Marshall invited him to spend just aday
own, and some in businesses that I in the program, which he did and then
didn't know existed. Ican probably find
promptly enrolled for the full course.
someone in the class who specializes in
Nor is there significant attrition bealmost any kind of problem that comes
tween sessions, for the most part. Marup." The only suggestion Modrovich
shall says the record shows that 3% to
makes for improving the program
5% of the students may not come back
would be for Harvard to consider exafter completing Unit I, "but there's zero
tending each session to four weeks, alloss between Units II and III." 0
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big plans for global expansion.

Some of the biggest names in electronics are making
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international date line can't stop people like Antonia and Dennis when it comes to
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Spain, and soon in Korea,

on-time delivery and zero defects. Amphenol has new facilities in Scotland, Mexico,

door to major customers. So no matter how far away

Thailand and Australia. We'll
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you go, people like Efrain and Normand aren't far away. That's what makes us a
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world class connector manufacturer,
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We're all connected.
N. American 8World Hdqrs. (2031 2658900

Canada 1416) 291 4401
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AIPC (607) 7544444

Bendix (607) 563 5011

Fiber Opocs (7081 8165800

.050 centerline stackers.
Close, doser, closest

Surface-mount stack heights: .250"I.32e.390"
AMP and AMPMODU are tradena-ks al' AMP !norm:rated.

AMPMODU 50/50 Grid Connectors
give you achoice of parallel pcb stack
heights: .390", .320", and avery close
.250" (the tightest in the industry). So
you can squeeze everything possible
out of (or into) your design.
This surface-mount system utilizes
a.050" contact grid in double row,
polarized shrouded headers and
receptacles, and offers our exclusive
plated copper alloy holddowns. On
standard .062" thick boards, the

barbed holddowns do their job without
protruding through, allowing surface
mounting on both sides. And holddowns
are soldered during reflow, providing
long-term strain relief.
Dual-beam receptacle contacts
and duplex gold plating provide high
reliability, in selected sizes from 10 to
100 positions. Dimensional tolerances,
reference datums, holddown characteristics, and packaging support
robotic application; materials are fully
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compatible with IR and vapor phase
reflow processing.
Ask us for more information on
the AMPMODU 50/50 Grid SurfaceMount Connector System. Call the
AMP Product Information Cente.r at
1-800-522-6752 (fax 717-561-6110).
In Canada call 416-475-6222. AMP
Incorporated, Harrisburg, PA
17105-3608.
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DON'T COUNT US OUT, SAYS 880PEN
S

lung by the perception
that the RISC 32-bit microprocessor race is over—
and that they have lost—officials of 88open Consortium
Ltd., the hardware and software vendors that support
Motorola Inc.'s 88000, have
mounted an aggressive campaign to show that the war
has barely begun. Their message has two parts: first, time
is on their side, and second,
their "standards-based business-support model" strategy
is awinner.
The 88open time line holds
that although processors
based on reduced-instruction-set technology capture
barely lo% of today's market
from their complex-instruc-

RIDING THE RISC WAVE
32-BIT UNITS SOLD, IN THOUSANDS
1989
1990
240
185
90
65
65

190
93
98
32
8

Transputer
Sparc
MIPS R series
Motorola 88000
Intel 1860

SOURCE: 880PEN CONSORTIUM

model, which can be defined
by what it is not: a clone.
That is, compatibility is guaranteed through standards
even though there are differences in architecture or implementation—there is no
reference platform or operating system. This leaves the

tion-set rivals, by 1995 the
share will swell to 75%.
'We're aiming at the long
tern," says Derek W. Meyer,
marketing director for the
San Jose, CAW., consortium.
Then there is the advantage
that the group sees in what it
calls its standards-based

SHORTER TIME TO MARKET: RACAL AND IKOS CUT AN EDA DEAL
Racal-Redac and Ikos Systems Inc. both want to get
into the system-level designtool market where the tool
captures and simulates adesign in high-level description
language, preferably VHDL,
the VHSIC hardwam description language. Then the debugged design is synthesized

gate-level simulation.
So the two companies
struck a deal last month in
which each gets co-ownership in the other's front-end
design tools. "Ikos got access
to our VHDL simulation and
architectural synthesis technologies," says John O. Barr,
vice president of marketing

into logic gates for back-end
implementation (see p. 55).
Racal has asimulator that has
long been used in printedcircuit-board design, but not
for ASICs, and alogic-synthesis tool that is able to synthesize behavior into gates. For
its part, Ikos has an accelerator that is a simulator for

AT&T-NCR: AMASSIVE MERGER AND AMASSIVE PROCESSOR
NCR Corp. is bringing apotentially nice dowry to the
marriage with AT&T Co., but
it may be awhile before the
new couple can figure out
how to use it. The Dayton,
Ohio-based firm raised alot
of eyebrows by introducing
a massively parallel processor on the heels of agreeing
to be bought by AT&T for
about $7.5 billion in Ma Bell
stock.
The acquisition took five
months to consummate, with

It isn't dear yet where the
NCR 3600 massively parallel
machine will fit in the market. It uses as many as 288
Intel 80486 processors and
will sell in a range from
$800,000 to $8 million. To
date, massive parallelism has
been employed on very
large engineering and scientific problems--not for the
kind of commercial applications where the NCR computers historically have been
used. C:1

NCR initially fighting the
takeover until AT&T sweetened the price from $90 to
$110 ashare. And it will take
much longer than that to integrate the two behemoths.
The totals alone are daunting: AT&T's revenues last
year topped $37 billion; NCR
came in at almost $6.3 billion. Ironically, AT&T's computer operations, which have
probably never been profitable, will become the mponsibility of NCR
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vendor free to design for a
particular market (as do
88open members Data General, Harris, and Unisys), offers tested and certified compatibility, and guarantees
software availability. With a
clone-based model, a referenœ platform and an operating system am included; all
vendors build copies.
In any event, 88open's
1995-and-beyond plan is
starting from anarrow base.
Figures circulated by the
88open people indicate that
outside of the Transputer—
which is aimed at the embedded-processor niche—
s-ales of Sparc processors led
the pack in 1990, with
88000s ranking fourth. CI

at Racal, based in Mahwah,
NJ. It cast Sunnyvale, Calif.based Ikos $2.1 million in
cash and common stock—
about 4% of the 11 million
shares in circulation—and
the cost of abandoning its
own VHDL development effort, which comes to about
$3 million in the current fiscal
quarter. Racal also receives
royalties of up to $4.6 million
over the next few years on
the future sales of Ikos products using the technology.
'What Racal gets is access
to our ASIC libraries," says
William B. Fazakerly, Ikos's
president and chief operating
officer, "and it will sell our
products OEM in Europe."
The plum for Racal is access
to the ASIC libraries,saving
months of negotiations with
ASIC vendors to get them to
produce the libraries for
Racal's simulator. It gets
Racal into the game against
EDA heavy hitters Mentor,
Cadence, and Valid that
much sooner. 1:11

Speed and quality are just two of the
dynamics affecting your ability to
compete in new markets. Or to hold
your ground in established ones.
And that's where the manufacturing
expertise of EDS can become an
invaluable resource.
HOW CAN YOU INCREASE SPEED
TO MARKET?

At EDS, our understanding of man-

p,drilicoré

ufacturing comes from firsthand
experience. We've helped many customers develop shorter lead times,
accelerate delivery schedules, and
even improve stringent quality standards. Through carefully planned,
tailored solutions, EDS can assist
you with an unmatched combination
of manufacturing consulting and
technology services aimed at improvCOMPETITORS ARE NOT ONLY GETTING FASTER;
THEY'RE GETTING BETTER.

ing your bottom line.
CAN EDS HELP YOU?

CAN YOU STAY AHEAD ON BOTH FRONTS?

Companies of all sizes and needs
benefit from the manufacturing
support EDS provides. To discuss how
to get your manufacturing operations moving at a more competitive
pace, call 1-800-365-8232.
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LDS is aregistered trademark of Electronic Dala Systems Cmporation. CI 99/ EPS
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FACE
AUCTIONS: ASANER WAY...
O

petitor. Moreover, such determinations
typically take years to make, depriving
nications Commission announced that two days later it would acthe public of service in the interim. And
cept license applications for agroup of even if a"correct" decision is made, licensees often transfer their licenses to
newly allocated radio frequencies. With
such short notice, a casual observer someone else in afairly short time.
The Bush Administration has recentwouldn't have expected a very heavy
ly proposed that the FCC be given a
response. Instead, by 7a.m. more than
20,000 applications had been filed. By third method of assigning frequencies:
auctions. Under this plan, licenses
the end of the day, some 46,000 were in
hand. The reason for this extraordinary would simply be awarded to the highflood of applications is the peculiar way est qualified bidder. The terms and conditions of those licenses would not
in which the FCC will decide who gets
the licenses. Instead of charging for change: the FCC would continue to define the scope and duration of each lithese valuable spectrum rights, the
cense. Such auctions could dramatically
agency will literally give them away at
increase the efficiency of
random through lotteries.
the assignment process.
Such lotteries are fairly
Instead of spending
common at the FCC,
years sorting through lotwhich has assigned most
tery applications or
of the contested cellular
through a maze of litigatelephone licenses in the
tion, the FCC could
U.S. through lotteries that
award licenses quickly.
made anumber of lucky
The main beneficiary
applicants instant millionwould be the public,
aires. In June 1990, for inwhich could receive
stance, a partnership
spectrum-based services
known as the Rural Area
months or years earlier
JAMES L GATTUSO
Development
Group
than otherwise possible.
won the lottery for acelAt the same time, taxpayers would benlular license on Cape Cod, Masefit from the assignment of this valuable
sachusetts. Before the summer was
resource. According to the Office of
over, the group agreed to transfer its
Management and Budget, taxpayers
rights to Southwestern Bell for areportcould receive about $4.5 billion from
ed $30.5 million.
the auction of 30 MHz of licenses alone.
In all, tens of billions of dollars worth
Despite this enormous revenue, aucof cellular frequencies have been given
away through lotteries. Of this, the taxtions would not significantly raise costs
for users. First, incumbent licensees
payer has received nothing. Moreover,
would not be affected—only new lithe lotteries attracted so many applicacenses would be auctioned. Second,
tions—almost 400,000 in all—that the
assignment process has taken close to a there is already avigorous private market for the transfer of spectrum rights.
decade and is not finished yet.
Lotteries are not the only way the The only difference between these "priFCC can award licenses (see p. 25).
vate auctions" and FCC auctions is that
taxpayers, rather than lottery or hearing
However, the other method—a comparative hearing on the merits of each winners, would receive the revenue.
The two methods by which the FCC
applicant—is even worse, especially for
is permitted to assign spectrum licenses
nonbroadcast frequencies. It is often
are inadequate. To resolve the problem,
nearly impossible for the FCC to deterthe FCC should be given athird option
mine which applicant would provide
for assignments: auctions of spectrum lithe best service. For example, the winner of one Los Angeles cellular franchise
censes.—JAMES L. GATTUSO, deputy
chief Office ofPlans and Policy, Federal
was selected solely because it had proCommunications Commission
posed one more cell site than its comnApril 29, the Federal Commu-

PEARSON

Wide Band, Precision

CURRENT
MONITOR
With aPearson current monitor and an
oscilloscope, you can measure pulse or
ac currents from milliamperes to kiloamperes, in any conductor or beam of
charged particles, including those at
very high voltage levels.
This monitor is physically isolated from
the circuit. It is aterminated current
transformer whose output voltage precisely follows the current amplitude and
waveshape. Atypical model gives an
amplitude accuracy of +1%, —0%, 20
nanosecond rise time, droop of 0.5%
per millisecond, and a3db bandwidth
of 1Hz to 35 MHz. Other models feature 2nanosecond rise time, or adroop
as low as 1% per second.
Whether you wish to measure current
in aconductor, an electron device, or a
particle accelerator, it is likely that one
of our off-the-shelf models (ranging
from / to 103/
4"ID) will do the job. We
also provide custom designs to meet
individual specifications.
2
1

"

Contact us and we will send you
engineering data.

PEARSON
ELECTRONICS, INC.
1860 Embarcadero Road
Palo Alto, Calif. 94303, U.S.A.
Telephone (415) 494-6444
Telex 171-412. FAX (415) 494-6716
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...OR JUST AQUICK FIX?
seem to reverse federal policies that
el citing broadcasters to go along
\\ ith spectrum auctions is a bit
promote diversity in broadcasting.
*Spectrum auctions also would unlike telling America the time has corne
to clear-cut the nation's last stand of dermine the public-service obligations
that broadcasters currently accept in exgiant redwoods. To broadcasters, prochange for their licenses. In addition to
posals that would carve up America's
underwriting costly local news and inairwaves and sell them off piece by
formation programming, broadcasters
piece to the highest bidder would
nationwide contribute more than $1.5
amount to aclear-cutting of the nation's
billion each year in air time for publiccommunications spectrum.
service programming.
The airwaves, like the giant redLocal communities enjoy other benwoods, are a public resource that
efits, too. Broadcasting is free, except
should be managed wisely and protectfor the cost of aradio and TV—and the
ed from abuse. To some, however, sellelectricity to run them. In this regard, it
ing unused spectrum means big dollars,
differs significantly from telephone,
aquick and easy hit under the shadowy
cable, and many of the
guise of market ecoother pay-to-use specnomics. The federal govtrum services offered by
ernment has proposed a
the cellular phone indus$2 billion auction of the
uy and others.
nation's remaining specWhat's more, broadtrum, an effort, boosters
casting is competitive.
say, that will promote a
Radio and TV produce
greater use of unused
more than $35 billion in
spectrum, mise revenues
revenues each year, and
for the Treasury, and lead
broadcast competition,
to less government red
unlike in most parts of the
tape for spectrum innovaJEFF BAUMANN
telecommunications intors. But these arguments
dustry, is fierce at both
lack foresight Here's why.
local and national levels. No one net*The lass of available airwaves for
potential services such as high-definiwork or local station dominates year
after year, whether it's in sports, news,
tion TV and CD-quality digital radio
would deprive the U.S. public of seror entertainment programming. Indeed,
vices that will soon be available in other the business of broadcasting represents
countries. These new services will be
astark contrast to the monopolistic tenthe benchmark for broadcasting in the
dencies of telephone and cable interests. You either buy cable or telephone
next century.
service from these single outlets, or you
*Auctions would lock out real specdon't get it.
trum innovators, such as the researchers
These industries will likely be the
and small businesses that typically dehigh bidders for the nation's unused
velop promising new communications
spectrum. In turn, the government, in its
technologies but lack deep financial
frenzy to collect money, may very likely
pockets. Any auction scheme would
begin to trade dollars for public-interest
amount to asurvival of the richest and
stifle competition. Under this scenario,
considerations. There is a strong consensus among broadcasters that the
we'd likely see less innovation and
more pay-to-use spectrum services.
government should not abdicate its re*Auctions do not fairly test the fitsponsibility to manage the nation's
ness of applicants that want spectrum
radio spectrum. It's been shown time
for anew service, nor do they properly
and again that "quick fixes" to complex
problems can cause much more serious
balance the need to provide opportunidifficulties for future generations.—JEFF
ties for minorities and others who lack
the financial means to bid successfully.
BAUMAIVN, executive vicepresident, NaFor minorities, spectrum auctions also
tional Association ofBroadcasters
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CONVERTERS

Regulated
5Watt to 30 Watt
• 386 Standard Models
• Single, Dual and Triple Output
• Output Voltages of 5, 9, 12,
15, 24, 28 and 48 Volts DC
Staidard
• Ambient Temperature Range
—25°C to +70°C with No Heat
Sink or Electrical Derating
• All Units Shielded
• 500V DC Isolation Input to
Output
• New PLR Series Features
.300" ht.
• New NR Series, up to 30 Watts50 Models-30 Triple Outputs
OPTIONS AVAILABLE
•Expanded operating temp (-55°C to +85°C)
•Stabilization Bake (125°C ambient)
•Temperature Cycle (-55°C to +125°C)
•Hi Temp, full power burn in
(100% power, 125°C case temp)

Delivery—
stock to
one week

PIC

Electronics, Inc.
453 N. MacCluesten Pkwy. Mt. Vernon, N.Y. 10552

Call Toll Free 800-431-1064
IN NEW YORK CALL 914-699-5514
PICO also manufactures over 850
standard DC-DC Converters, AC-DC
Power Supplies and over 2500 Miniature,
9
Transformers and Inductors
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SHARP SHOWS WALL-MOUNT COLOR 111
Corp. will begin
S harp
delivery next month of
a compact color TV tuner
specifically designed for the
company's wall-mountable,
thin-film-transistor, activematrix LCD displays.
Besides its UHF and VHF
tuner functions, the TUBS20E features remote controls and à speaker. Its 1.2by-1.1-by-8.3-in dimensions
allow it to be mounted on
the back of some of Sharp's
9E-H Series monitors, says
the Mahwah, NJ., company.
The monitors include the
largest flat-planel, TFT, active-matrix displays available,
with ascreen size of 8.6-in.
diagonal. The units deliver

than 10:1. The light source is
abuilt-in, cold cathode fluorescent tube and the monitors use standard household
voltage that is converted to
12 V dc.
Recognizing that the small

456-by-960-pixel resolution,
60:1 contrast, and adoublespeed scanning.
The maximum horizontal
viewing angles are 120° horizontal and 60° vertical when
the contrast ratio is greater

Sharp's wall-mounted color TVs receive all VHF channels and UHF channels up to 62.

STARDENT LINKS 1860 TO UNIX 11.4 FOR LOW-END DESKTOP GRAPHICS
Stardent Computer Inc. has
shrunk its so-called visualization technology down to
"pizza box" size with the introduction of afamily of lowend desktop graphics workstations. The new computers
combine a 40-MHz Intel
Corp. i860 reduced-instruction-set-computing (RISC)
microprocessor, the Unix
System V.4 operating system,
and Stardent's proprietary
Application Visualization
System (AVS).
Stardent, which is based in
Concord, Mass., claims AVS
has become the industrystandard software environment for visualization applications, including computational chemistry and fluid
dynamics as well as mechanical CAD.
An entry-level model in the
Vistra 800 family outperforms its nearest RISC rivals
in the IBM RS/6000 and Silicon Graphics 4D/35 series
Stardent says. It sells for
allout $22,000 vs. $35,000 for

screens make the monitors
inappropriate for normal TV
viewing, Sharp is marketing
them as interior art. The
"Objet" series, for example,
was created by Japanese designer Naoki Sakai.

sells in the $35,000 range.
The entry-level and midrange Stardent workstations
are available now; atop-ofthe-line model will be ready
for volume shipments in
September. D

the competing models.
And while the HewlettPackard 9000 series 700
models [Electronics, April
1991, p. 43] top the Vistra
800 in performance, the
comparable HP unit also

MENTOR EASES MULTICHIP MODULE DESIGN

Concurrent engineering of
modules with multiple-chip
dies on asingle substrate will
be quicker and easier using
Mentor Graphics Corp.'s
MCM Station.
Integrated into Mentor's Falcon Framework for concurrent design, the package supports design, placement,
routing, thermal analysis, and
electrical analysis, says the
Beaverton, Ore., company.
MCM Station accepts chip
and ASIC designs from a
number of sources. Simulation is supported by one or
more of Mentor's digital and
analog simulation tools.
Other Mentor tools such as
QuickFault, QuickGrade, and

QuickPath can be called for
test-development and critical-path analysis.
Priced at S128,900 for the
physical layout, thermal analysis, and signal integrity
tools, it is available now. LI

DEC'S FIRST ACE
IS UPGRADABLE

Digital Equipment Corp.'s
it rst workstations to comply
with the Advanced Computing Environment specification feature an upgradable 3by-5-in. claughterboard.
The DECstation 5000/100
series model 120 has a 20MHz MIPS Computer Systems Inc. R3000A RISC processor; model 125 offers a
25-MHz chip. The daughterboard can be replaced when
faster CPUs come along.
Prices begin at S6,495.

MEDIA-LINK BUS JOINS DSPs AND PCs
The Media-Link architecture from Spectrum Signal
Processing Inc. gives system
developers a well-defined
technology for putting adigital-signal-processor chip on
aPC motherboard.
Based on a custom chip,
the bus technology now sup-
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ports selected DSPs from
Texas Instruments, Motorola,
and Analog Devices, says the
Vancouver, B.C., company.
Its Media-Link Controller
chip, which transfers data between processors at 66
Mbytes/s, will be available in
the third quarter. U

The secret to better Ethernet is NICE.
And simple.
PC XT/AT adapter cards. Replacing the need for up to ten
Introducing NICE" The new MB86960 Network Interface
separate parts.
Controfler with Encoder/Decoder from the Advanced
All in all, NICE has some impressive features to
Products Division of Fujitsu Microelectronics.
FUerSU
enhance your LAN's entire performance. Such as a
With the unveiling of NICE, Ethernet LAN
data bus transfer rate of 20 Mbytes per second. Alowtechnology reaches anew level of integration.
MB86953
power standby mode. And bus compatibility for most
Now LAN system designers can have an Ethernet
standard microprocessors.
controller, buffer management unit and 10 Mbit per
Imimmmnw:mi\w‘w But what's really nice is our understanding of
second Manchester encoder/decoder on asingle chip.
CO
the marketplace. As Fujitsu's American arm, we know
So you can now develop high-performance IAN
FUeTSU
what it takes to get you there alot faster. With greater
boards more cost effectively than ever before.
MB86960
cost effectiveness.
For instance, design adapter cards for highSo now that the
performance buses using just two Ethernet chips
secret is out, call us at
instead of tie usual three. Simply combine NICE with our
1-800-866-8608. And
new MB86962 10BASE-T transceiver, the most advanced
FaTSU
discover NICE The
solution for twisted-pair needs. Or choose our MBL8392A
IMB86962
world's most advanced,
if you need acoax interface.
highly-integrated
And used with our MB86953 PC Bus Interface Unit, NICE
Delivering the Creative Advantage.
Ethernet solution.
can further reduce costs and complexity when developing

CD

FUJITSU

NICE is atrademark of Fujitsu Microelectronics, Inc. XT and AT are trademarks or registered trademarks of IBM Corp. C1991 Fujitsu Microelectronics, Inc.
FUJITSU MICROELEC1RONICS, INC., Advanced Products Division. 77 Rio Robles, San Jose, CA 95134-1807.
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Actual output
20 WATTS

Now
Actually meets
MIL-STD-2000
MIL-STD-810C
MIL-S-9010
MIL-STD-461C
MIL-STD-704D
NAVMAT GUIDELINES

Mil/Pac - high-density military power supplies.
Now you can order Abbott's full mil-qualified compact
power supplies in both DC and AC input models.
Mil/Pacs come in 20W, 35W and 50W configurations, with
single (5, 12, 15, 24, or 28V) or dual (±12V; ±15V) outputs.
DC-to-DC models accept input from 14V to 32V. AC-to-DC
models accept 1034 to 126.5V rms, 47-440 Hz single phase.
All Mil/Pacs operate at temperature extremes from

—55°C to +100°C. All are designed with afield-proven
topology that has been verified by rigorous environmental
stress screening.
Mil/Pacs are available with or without MIL-STD-2000.
Either way, the specs are worth reading. Just wrIte us at
2727 South La Cienega BI., Los Angeles, CA 90034. Or call
(213) 936-8185.

abbott
WHEN RELIABILITY IS IMPERATIVE:"
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THE SEARCH THIS TIME IS FOR RICHES IN THE
EW PERSONAL COMMUNICATIONS SPECTRUM

selecting the right spectrum, the FCC
can allow U.S. chip makers to remain
competitive globally.
Initially, PCS operators can offer service in the 902-to-928-MHz band, which
has already been set aside for unlicensed lises of any type, says Dale Hatfield, a communications consultant
based in Boulder, Colo. But since that
BY JACK SHANDLE
tance to the semiconductor, j
rband by definition can be
computer, and communi-1
shared by many services, it
1 nthe next few months, amodern- cations industries can be inferred from a does not offer along-term, interferenceday gold rush will begin. But the short list of the companies that provided free solution, he says. Most attention has
"real estate" in this case is electromag- commentary following the FCC's Notice focused on the 1.85-to-1.99-GHz band,
netic: broadcast spectrum for the lucra- of Inquiry. They include computer com- but that is already occupied by fixed-site
tive personal communication services,
panies such as Apple and IBM; Bell
microwave users such as public utilities.
or PCS, market.
companies, including AT&T; TV netThat raises the first specter for the
Perhaps as early as July, and certain- works; cellular operators; chip compa- FCC: reallocating an existing user into
ly by September, the Federal Communi- nies; and, of course, Motorola Inc.,
another band. "If they are forcibly evictcations Commission will release aNo- which qualifies in several of the cate- ed without compensation," says Hattice of Proposed Rulernaking for PCS. It gories.
field, "they are sure to fight it." The net
will select afrequency band for the new
The stakes are high: 30 MHz of spec- result would be alengthy delay.
service, provide general specifications trum can be worth as much as $4.5 bil"Forced reallocation will take five
such as emissions and interference crite- lion. As the economic implications of years, at least," says Jack Taylor, director
ria, and—the hottest potato of all—indi- the FCC's decision sweep down the of regulatory affairs at Cylink Corp., a
cate a licensing procedure for PCS food chain, the impact will transcend Sunnyvale, Calif, company specializing
providers. The FCC will not specify a mere dollars. For example, in its filing in wireless communications. Taylor sugtechnology, letting free-market dynam- National Semiconductor Corp. urges the gests that the FCC might provide aregics determine the winners.
FCC to allocate PCS spectrum below 2.4 ulatory means of "voluntary reallocaPCS is an idea whose time is coming.
GHz so that CMOS technology can be tion" of existing users by providing
It is likely to have as much, if not more,
employed instead of gallium arsenide.
them with aband at ahigher frequency
impact across the length and breadth of Besides that, spectrum in the 1.7-to-2.3- and allowing PCS providers to move
the electronics industries than any tech- GHz band will track European PCS allointo the existing 1.85-to-1.99-GHz band
nology since the personal computer.
cations, which in turn will make for a only after they have compensated the
One indication of its potential imporlarger PCS semioonductor market. So by fixed-microwave users.
That way, the fixed-microwave users
will have ameans of paying for the new
equipment needed to move to ahigher
band. While the migration will take
place over time, so will the ramp-up of
PCS. Moreover, PCS will begin in major
metropolitan areas, which provides geographic "breathing room" for the voluntary reallocation, says Taylor.
Spectrum allocation will prove to be
less aproblem for the FCC than licensing. Two approaches—comparative
hearings and lotteries—have serious
drawbacks (see p. 22). The sheer number of applications makes comparative
hearings unmanageable, and "nobody
was happy with lotteries except the
winners," says George Calhoun, senior
vice president of International Mobile
Machines Inc., King of Prussia, Pa., another leading wireless communications
company. And spectrum auctions, he
says, "sound like agood idea until you
take acloser look." Auctions favor large

PANNING FOR GOLD
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players such as Bell regional holding
companies and "squeeze the entrepreneur out."
A hybrid solution, which also addresses the spectrum-allocation issue, is
called open entry. It is based on the assumption of using interference-tolerant
spread-spectrum broadcasts by multiple
PCS providers within the fixed-microwave band.
In its FCC filing, Cylink has already
proposed asolution based on aspreadspectrum technology implemented
within a channelization scheme. Each
qualified PCS provider in an area would
have its own 10-MHz channel and it
would share other dynamically allocated
channels with the other providers. To be
qualified as aPCS provider, acompany
would have to meet criteria minimal
enough to keep out speculators.
Sounds good, but Taylor is worried
about open entry. In May, acourt invalidated asimilar process used for an airto-ground phone service. "Open entry
does not have atradition, and the FCC
may be hesitant to strike out in another
innovative area," he says. 01

SELLING COMPUTERS IN THE EC WILL BE
EASIER—BUT IT'S ALSO GOING TO BE HARDER

EUROPE IS DIFFERENT

tion technology in Europe is expected
to be greater than that in the U.S.
The first problem is the lack of large
elling computers in Europe
dealers or distributors. Mass-market reshould become much easier in
1992 when the European Community tailing has never really
existed. "The home corn- MARKETIN
lowers its internal borders. But even
puter market is much smaller in Europe,
when 12 markets become one, the techalthough we expect it to grow rapidly in
nical problems that confront aU.S. comthe coming five years," says Hugh
puter manufacturer are considerably
Gibbs, an analyst with International
more complex than those it faces in its
Data Corp. in London. "As aresult, there
home market.
For starters, there are no true pan-Eu- just aren't many outlets for street sales,"
he says. That leaves the computer manropean distributors; local dealers tend to
ufacturer with a choice between tradibe part of an old-boy network that shuts
tional distributors and value-added reout new products; and making aprodsellers, or VARs.
uct available in seven languages pushes
In Europe, the traditional distributor
up costs. Nevertheless, it is worth the effort because the demand for informa- is on the way out. "The pressure on
profit margins for manufacturers has
obliged them to go around the traditional distributor," says Dennis Exton, a
Merrill Lynch analyst in London. "Large
companies can still sell to them in bulk.
But this pressure makes dealing with
Computers • 2-Way Communication Devices
the few distributors left very difficult for
small and middle-sized manufacturers.
The distributor will squeeze them dry to
keep his profit margin."
Hirol will:
Hence the importance of European
Slit
VARs:
as in the U.S., about 80% of all
Insulators
computer sales are now made through
Laminate
them. But VARs in the EC are not like
EMI'RFI
those in the U.S.: they're smaller and
Print
Gaskets
have avery local client base. "You don't
just have VARs devoted to aparticular
Die Cut
Shock
product, as in the U.S.," says Jean-Carlo
Crease
Bisone, vice president for marketing of
Vibration
Compaq Computer Corp. in Europe.
Seal
Of course, it's easy for alarge comRolls or
pany
to hire salespeople in every counindividual pieces
Assemble
try of Europe to hawk its products to
with or without adhesive
Package
VARs. But how does asmall company
Class 10,000 clean room
with limited resources get to them.?
JI
T
35% RH
When Poquet Computer Corp., the
Sunnyvale, Calif.-based producer of a
handheld personal computer, opened
an office in France four years ago, getting distribution was one of the toughest
1170 West McNab Road, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33309
challenges. "There really was no way
305/974-4900 •1-800-327-2362 •FAX 305/975-4734
for us to reach VARs," says Bruno PagliQuality Parts On Time
uca, who runs Poquet's European operations. So Pagliuca wound up going to
BY ANDREW ROSENBAUM

S

DIE CUT COMPONENTS

the hirol company
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MEGABIT MEMORIES
As Big As Your Imagination
Now, more than ever, as your
memory designs get larger and
your design space shrinks, you
need to give us acall. We have
the state-of-the-art memory
capacities you want, and the
package size you need.
One of our newest memory
modules is alow power, userconf igurable 64-Megabit CMOS
SRAM. It's packed into a3.0" x
3.5" ceramic flatpack and can
stand temperatures from —55°C
to +125°C. And, it can be configured as 8-Meg x8, 4-Meg x16,
or 2-Meg x32 just by grounding
adifferent pin. It also features
amaximum read/write time
of 15Ons, a5volt supply with a
120mA operating current, data
retention current of less than

lmA, and aunique internal memory redundancy correction mode.
Just right for those low power
battery-backed flight recorder
and data logger applications. If
you need more memory, these
modules can be combined to get
you into the Gigabit range and
beyond. And, as with all of our
memories and memory systems,
screening and burn in to Military
standards are available options.

on a128-Megabit Flash PROM in
a3" x3.5" flatpack. High speed,
high capacity, workable temperature ranges, and small packages,
we can make it happen.
We have all the building blocks for
your tiny systems, the memory
and density for your ultimate
memory dreams, and the products to help you anywhere in
between. If it's only a1-, 2-, or

Whether you need afew megabits of SRAM or EEPROM in a
32-pin DIP, or 8-Megabit of Flash
PROM in a34-pin package, we
can help. We're currently workin

4-Megabit SRAM or EEPROM
in aminiature package, an
80C31-based Microcontroller or
68020-based computer, asinglepackage memory system, a
shoebox-sized super-computer
array, or amulti-package manage
ment information system, we
have the technology and the
expertise to respond. Your imagination or ours, give us acall.

W White Technology, Inc.
Awholly owned subsidiary ol Bowrnar Instrument Corporation
4246 E Wood Street •Phoernx. Arizona 85040
Tel: (602)437-1520 •FAX (602)437-9120
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When Smith Corona's
production line went
down, HP support
was up and running.

It happened on afreezing
Saturday in February.
Joe Reiley, aHewlett-Packard test
and measurement support engineer,
was at awedding in Pottstown,
Pennsylvania. The office was the
furthest thing from his mind, when
suddenly his beeper went off.
In minutes, Joe was an the phone
to Travis Field, the support engineer for Smith Corona in Cortland,
New York. An HP test system crucial to Smith Corone production
line had gone down. Suddenly, Joe's
thoughts turned to figuring out
how to get Smith Corona's production line back up. Joe bid the other

guests goodbye and ran to his car.
After driving through ablinding
snow storm over icy mountain
roads, Joe pulled into Smith
Corona at 10:30 pm. A thorough
analysis of the problem made
it clear they needed extra parts,
so Joe called another HP support engineer, Pete Nahrgang, in
Valley Forge. Working through
the early morning, Pete took parts
from aback-up HP system, then
flew them to Cortland by special
courier. By Sunday afternoon, just
24 hours after Joe's beeper first
went off, Smith Corona's production line was up again.

True stories like this prove HP'S
dedication to responsive customer
support throughout the world.
We'll tailor our hardware, software
and education services to your test
and measurement needs. With one
of the largest support organizations
in the industry, we're committed to
keeping your production line up
and running. For more information,
call your local HP sales office or
circle the reader service number.

There is abetter way.
HEWLETT
PACKARD
©1990 Hewlett• Pack.. I
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Control any
IEEE-488 (HP-IB, GP-IB)
device with our cards, cables, „frand software for the PC/AT/386,
EISA, MicroChannel, and NuBus.

trade shows, where he met VARs.
For high-end systems, of course, direct sales are still the rule. IBM, Bull,
Siemens, and ICL have all beefed up
their sales force to improve marketing.
But even for these systems, the VAR has
become acompetitor.
"Although you're not going to find
new VARs who use proprietary systems," says John McGlone, vice president for distribution channels for
Groupe Bull in Paris, "them are aconsiderable number of VARs who sell
high-end proprietary equipment and
have been doing it for years." McGlone
says that Bull now sells about 1
o./. of its
big systems through such VARs.
With 1992 approaching, some European VARs are taking the hint and beginning to look for mergers and alliances to broaden their market. The UK
is the center of most of this activity,
since the high level of competition encourages every player there to expand.
"At least two of the UK VARs have succeeded in expanding into Europe," according to Merrill Lynch's Exton.
Poquet's Pagliuca agrees about the
need to get local VARs to expand.
"Some of these dealers are mom-andpop shops, who work with a local
banker. They get very choosy about
who they work with, and they're not
easy to sell."
To make matters more complicated,
the system differs from country to country. "France's VARs and those in the UK
are growing very much along American
lines," says 1DC analyst Gibbs. "But Italy

remains a sadly underdeveloped market, with very small dealers. Denmark is
similar. This makes developing aglobal
marketing strategy very complicated."
In order to encourage these local
VARs to expand into new markets,
some of the big European computer
companies are helping them move
around. "In the past we'd just try to sell
alocal VAR ahot product," says Bull's
McGlone. "Now we try to form ajoint
marketing relationship." When Bull
finds aVAR that has an exploitable application, the company puts up the
money to help him go to another country and find apartner."
The EC has made the process of
bringing small firms into cross-border
alliances much easier with its program
for "economic interest groups," which

You •et fast hardware and
software support for all the
popular languages. A software
library and time saving utilities
are included that make instrument
control easier than ever before.
Ask about our no risk guarantee.

provides big tax breaks for making the
jump. "We've been helping small VARs
to make use of the program," adds McGlone, "and we help rewrite software,
make translations, etc. But you have to
be cautious," McGlone says. "You can't
get one of these small VARs into arelationship he can't afford."
Faced with this diversity, the large
European computer manufacturers are
all actively working to recruit VARs. But
each has worked out aradically different kind of distribution strategy to cope
with the problems of the EC.
Ing. C. Olivetti & Co. has always followed an original-distribution strategy.
While trying to bring in independent
VARs, the Ivrea, Italy-based company
ELECTRONICS •JUNE 1991
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has maintained agroup of indepeTndenti
dealers that push its products. 'This network of independent dealers is one of
the most valued asses the company
has," says analyst Giorgio Petitbon, with
SRI Inc. in London.
Olivetti Office Systems has worked
hard to educate its dealers. 'We are trying to qualify our dealer channels," says
Arnaldo Bonetti, marketing manager,
"to make them capable of selling the
most updated product and technology."
Bonetti says that Olivetti is gearing these
dealers to serve the needs of small and
medium-size European companies. For
example, they are expected to be able
to provide an accounting system for an
average company having three or four
accountants—someone who needs
three or four workstations with aserver.
'What they should be, in fact, is alocal
VAR," Bonetti explains.
Compaq—Olivetti's major competitor in the EC has concentrated almost
its entire distribution strategy on indirect
channels. Analysts say that it has been
successful, pointing to the fact that
Compaq now has alarger European PC
market share than the Italian company.
Britain's ICL has an approach that is
doser to Compaq's. It has reorganized
its distribution system, creating aThird
Party Trading Division, devoted to recruiting VARs. According to IC1's UK director, Ken Wallace, the division will
provide discounts and incentives.
Zenith Data Systems Corp, on the
other hand, disagrees with ICL and
Compaq about the best European strategy. It is betting on VARs that already
have apresence in several nations. U

Free:
Informative
catalog 800-234-4232
Applications help (617) 273-1818
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Capital Equipment Corp.
Burlington, MA. 01803
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Corp. 80486-based PC and server, along
with two portable PCs manufactured by
Italy's Ing. C. Olivetti & Co., was DEC's
third move in the last few years. The
others:a 1989 deal with Tandy Corp. of
Fort Worth, Texas, to supply PCs that
DEC sells, and the marketing of DEC's
Pathworks PC-integration softwhat's next—after all, it's not as
BY LAWRENCE CURRAN
COMPUTERS ware, which links PCs to netif the Maynard, Mass., computer giant hasn't tried before to claim a works. And that follows the failure in
gital Equipment Corp.'s newest
the early 1980s of its proprietary Profespiece of the desktop.
Bo/foray into the personal computsional and Rainbow lines.
Last
month's
introduction
of
an
Intel
er market has the industry wondering
But the new PC gives DEC an industry-standard weapon that embodies
more of its own contribution, portending increased profits. Called the DECpc
433, the unit is the fruit of acollaboration with Intel. DEC contributed expertise in systems, graphics, application
software, and networking; Intel, chipand board-partitioning experience.
The $5,999 low-end price for the 26million-instructions/s PC puts it in a
class with earlier 386- and 486-based
PCs that offer less performance, especially in graphics. That's well below the
prices of comparable PCs from IBM
Corp. and Compaq Computer Corp.
The new computer has attributes
that blur the line between CISC PCs and
RISC workstations. For example, acustom video controller provides both industry-standard full-screen VGA and
workstation-quality graphics of 1,280by-1,024-pixel resolution.
In fact, the combination of the 33teGeS1 G t.
0.1 et --WO tC\13
\c,
e\Wee oi
MHz 486 processor with advanced
graphics and networking make the
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raising the specter of a clash between
the company's Personal Computing
Systems and Peripherals Group, where
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these new PCs reside, and its Unix-RISC
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erdeen Group, a Boston market research-organization, sees the PC as an
B
essential alternative to DEC's VAX minicomputers. "Users are demanding highPOWER YOUR PRODUCTS %tell*
G
performance MS-DOS systems where
they once needed a higher-priced
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VAX," he says. 'We've seen applications
mn faster on a386-based PC with aFortran compiler than on aVAX" la
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WHAT NEXT IN COMPUTERS?
A

re the Japanese
manufacturers taking over Europe's computer market? It may be somewhat premature to sound
the alarm, but the French
government's decision to
allow NEC Corp. to purchase astake in Compagnie des Machines Bull has
analysts all over the continent rushing to predict the imminent
end of all computer manufacturing within
the European Community.
The move by the Tokyobased NEC is probably only
the beginning of a strong
current toward amuch larger
Japanese presence in European electronics. At arecent
Paris conference on the subject of Japanese investment,
a spokesman for Japan's
Ministry of International
Trade and Industry said that
Europe would be the choice
of many Japanese investors
in the coming years—and
that is particularly the case in
electronics.

ican subsidiary, Bull HN.
NEC is a logical partner
for Bull; it has long been
supplying the French
company with the central-processing unit that
goes into its highest-level
mainframe computer. In
fact, the French minister
for industry, Roger Fauroux, says he hopes
NEC will be willing to
buy even more.
Bull lost more
than $1.2 billion
last year, and the
government has warned that
it would not continue its subsidies forever.
The European Commission
is also investigating French
state aid to the computer
maker. France put up $1 billion to prop up its stateowned electronics producers
Thomson and Bull. While
most observers don't believe
the government will be
obliged to take all the money
back, the obligation to return
even part of the aid would
leave Bull in an awkward
position. CI

The NEC deal, following
last year's purchase by Fujitsu Ltd. of acontrolling stake
in Britain's ICL Ltd., is widely
regarded as asign of the inability of European producers to compete effectively in
today's markets. "It's only a
matter of time till the other
[Japanese computer makers]
follow," says Dorian Foyle,
an analyst with UBS-Philips
and Drew in London.
NEC winds up with only
5% of the French company,
trading for it the 15% interest
that NEC had in Bull's Amer-

FRANCE TELECOM HANGS OUT THE PARTNERS WANTED' SIGN

France Telecom, which in
January ceased being agovernment agency and became
an independent public company, is beating the bushes
for business partners to help
nurture its global telecommunications business. Under
its new look, the company
will retain its protected
monopoly status in basic
telephone service and telex.
However, new tiers of service have been converted to
competitive markets, says
Paul Quil'es, France's minister of posts, telecommunications, and space.
Under the new regulations,

companies wishing to provide services such as mobile
telephony, data communications, cable TV, and verysmall-aperture
satellites
(VSATs) will require alicense
but the companies will be
open to competition. On the
other hand, value-added network services will not require licensing. The new law
also liberalizes the equipment market in France by
laying out concrete specifications on how manufacturers
can seek type approval for
equipment that can be connected to the French public
network.

Meanwhile, France Telecom has had some success in
its search for partners. So far
this year, the company has
concluded 57 partnership
agreements and is processing 23 applications, says
France Telecom Chairman
Marcel Roulet. Many of these
are with foreign telco service
providers such as AT&T,
Ameritech, Nynex, and U.S.
West. However, one of the
shining entrepreneurial stars
with adeal is Cisco Systems
Inc. of Menlo Park, Calif.,
which specializes in the interconnection of disparate
local-area networks. 01
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EC REACHES
DUMPING ACCORD
WITH JAPANESE

The European Community
and Japan have reached an
antidumping agreement that
covers erasable programmable read-only memories, much like the one arrived at two years ago for
dynamic random-access
memories. A regular duty
will be imposed on the chips
brought into Europe from
Fujitsu, Hitachi, Mitsubishi,
Texas Instruments Japan,
and Toshiba. Under the
terms of the agreement, a
"reference price" will be established for the chips, which
is below the production cost
ofJapanese producers. It will
be reviewed quarterly to ensure that it doesn't fall below
changing prices.
SGS-Thomson, the only
producer of EPROMs in Europe, will profit the most
from the agreement, benefiting from a94% duty on the
chips imported from Japan. It
shares a market worth $469
million with Japanese and
U.S. producers.
European semiconductor
makers remain concerned
that low-cost EPROMs will
make their way into their
markets from other sources.
But according to the European Electronic Component
Manufacturers Association,
the Japanese companies
have the lowest cost of production due to the learningcurve effect and economies
of scale. It will be difficult for
third-country companies to
dump the chips at lower
prices. The accord will give
the EC Commission the right
to impound products that are
being sold below the reference price. 1:1

Take aLook at LabWindows 2.0
LabWindows 2.0 brings anew look to
data acquisition and instrument control.
The new look is graphical—a graphical
user interface for your acquisition and
control system.

Create aGraphical User Interface
With LabWindows 2.0, you can easily
create custom graphics panels to
interface with your DOS-based system.
Using the graphical editor and standard
development tools, you can develop a
system that combines data acquisition,
data analysis. and data presentation

Program with Cor BASIC
When you develop asystem with
LabWindows 2.0, you have the benefit
of using standard programming
languages with development tools
designed specifically for data acquisition
and instrument control.

Use any Acquisition Hardware
LabWindows 2.0 has libraries of
functions to control data acquisition
hardware ranging from plug-in boards
to industry-standard GPIB, VXI. and
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RS-232 instruments. You can develop a
system with LabWindows to meet all of
your measurement and control needs.
Take alook at the new Lab Windows 2.0.
You'll like what you see.
07
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1 INSTRUMENTS
The Software is tbe Instrument

6504 Bridge Point Parkway
Austin, TX 78730-5039
(512) 794-0100
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TIME-TO-MARKET FEVER MAKES PROGRAMMABLE
LOGIC ABIGGER FISH IN ASIC POND

WATCH OUT, GATE ARRAYS
BY JONAH MCLEOD
AND JACQUELINE DAMIAN
fyou buy into the business postulate that being late to market is a
greater sin than overrunning abudget,
then programmable logic devices are a
godsend. Time-to-market fever is the
big reason why PLDs are steadily nibbling away at the market share of their
less flexible big brothers, the gate arrays.
These ubiquitous devices, once relegated to lowly glue-logic duty, are also
taking on more important system roles
as they gain in speed, density, and functionality, and drop in price. As aresult,
the CMOS version—today the PID of
choice—is racing ahead at a420/0 compound annual growth rate through
1994, says research house Dataquest
Inc., San Jose,
SEMICONDUCTORS Calif. The market
should hit $1.5 billion that year—or
some $2 billion ifthe older bipolarsegment
is taken into account.
PU) is the generic term for several
subclasses of products, including programmable logic arrays (PLAs), the simplest type of PU); the high-end fieldprogrammable gate arrays (FPGAs),
which analysts say have the largest market potential; and the newest category,
programmable multilevel devices
(PMDs), a fast-growing derivative of
PLAs that, unlike most PLDs, boast predictable timing.
What they all have in common is
flexibility: PLDs are by nature friendly to
use, easy to program and reprogram.
This is aboon to companies tweaking
systems or boards that are just going
onto the market. A mistake in agate
army means athree-to-six-week delay
while anew part is being designed and
manufactured. A mistake in aPU) can
be fixed pretty much instantaneously.
In recent months, PLDs have gotten
technologically feistier, aiding their incursion into the huge market for gate arrays, which today make up 42% of the

$9.3 billion overall market for application-specific integrated circuits. Pins account for only 9% of that total, says
Dataquest analyst Patricia Galligan. But
survey figures show that starting last
year, PLDs began taking a significant
share of design starts away from gate arrays at 5,000 gates and below, she says.
ensity and speed are on the upDswing,
with some PLDs boast-

ing 8,000 usable gates or more and others blazing away at 7.5 ns, for performance in systems of 100 MHz. The
speed gains mean PLDs can keep pace
with the most rapid microprocessors in
the current crop of workstations and
high-end personal computers, ousting
gate arrays from those sockets as well.
What's more, high-end PLDs are
starting to break the price barrier that
has kept them out of volume applications. Typically, asystems house uses
Pins to get amachine to market but
switches to lower-cost gate arrays as
soon as the design is cast in stone and
the sales volume hits 10,000 units or so
ayear. Now PLID vendors are introducing devices that can be programmed at
the mask level, reducing unit cost.
Finally, PU) vendors are adding
ELEC1RON1CS JUNE 1991
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some interesting new wrinldes that suit
the devices for more sophisticated uses.
For example, Altera Corp. has just come
out with the first application-specific
PU), tailored for imaging, and Plus Logic
Inc. offers PLDs that take on particular
system functions, eliminating the need
for additional logic chips and saving
board space.

The PU) market splits two ways,
says Larry Palley, product marketing
manager for programmable logic at
Intel Corp. in Folsom, Calif. "The complex logic market represents replacements for gate arrays," he says. "Here,
combinatorial logic and state machines
perform sophisticated logic operations,
and the main requneinent is for large
gate counts." The other market, he says,
is in simpler PLDs used for glue logic.
"This glue logic ties together memory,
central processing unit, and other system components. The main requirement here is for fast performance to
keep up with fast CPU and memory."
Indeed, the speed of today's CPUs33 MHz is fast becoming the workstation norm—poses atough challenge for
PU) vendors, since the logic surrounding aprocessor must be twice as fast as
the processor itself. Intel, Cypress Semiconductor Corp., and Lattice Semiconductor Corp. are among the vendors addressing the speed issue. Where
Cypress's biCMOS PAL22V10C accesses
in 7.5 ns, Lattice has just introduced the
GAL16V8B-7, a7.5-ns device in CMOS,
which boasts lower power consumption than biCMOS.
Also grappling with speed in FPGAs

Salesmen who don't sell.
Marketers who miss the mark.
They're becoming more common in today's
changing business marketplace, along with
managers who can't, communicators who don't,
and customers who say "bye" instead of "buy."

SOMETHING
AWFUL
WILL HAPPEN
IF YOU'RE
OUT OF TOUCH
WITH
TODAY'S BUYER.
NOTHING.

It seems that business is changing faster
than minds are. So says an important new study
sponsored by one of America's most prominent
business-to-business communication companies, Penton Publishing.
Among the study's key findings: Today's business buyer is amoving target. People will have
as many as four careers during their work life,
often taking on responsibilities for which they
have little experience or training. To sell to
them, the research recommends specific new
skills and new messages.
This study is available for you to study. It's
titled "Know the Buyer Better," and that's just
what it can help you do.
The research, conducted by an independent
research firm, is afact-based snapshot of today's
changing marketplace based on field interviews
with today's changing buyers. It's the kind of
global view that most sellers are too busy to get,
yet need more and more desperately.
Three points of perspective make "Know the
Buyer Better" especially valuable to you.
It's focused on business. It's organized by
people who really know their ABCs about SICs.
It's focused on the buyer. The study relates
often confusing trends in investing, demographics, personal improvement, and others to
one specific industry activity: buying.
It's focused on practicality. It's based not on
what speculators or editorializers say, but what
buyers themselves say.
If you market products or services businessto-business, this study will show you how to
market and sell more, and more effectively.
Find out more about "Know the Buyer
Better" today. Calling this toll-free number,
1-800-258-8787, ext. 100, costs nothing.
Not knowing the buyer better will cost a
lot more.

Penton Publishing
Our issues address the tough issues.

United States Europe Japan

GREATER
WORLD CLASS
POWER FROM
OUR NEW
GLOBAL
CONNECTIONS

The recent alliance of
Elco and AVX with Kyocera
forms asolid business
relationship that gives us
even stronger connections
to today's exciting world of
technology.
These connections
strengthen our own high
quality standards and link
us to new sources of
innovation throughout
the world.

Korea

Singapore

From anew source of
energy emerges apowerful
new Elco.
Together we combine our
talents, energies, and
experience to provide you
with an ever-expanding line
of advanced connector
proacts of unsurpassed
value These new
connections also contribute
to afresh spirit of efficient
service and delivery and
assure you of timely
response to your everevolving needs.
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Elco
Corporation

A Kyocera Group Company

World Class Connections
U.S.A. 814 643-0700 (FAX 814 643-0426)
Germany 49-2741-2990 (FAX 49-2741-299299)
U.K. 44-638-664514 (FAX 44-638-661233)
Japan 81-45-543-7185 (FAX 81-45-545-1499)
Korea 82-2-868-0147 (FAX 82-2-868-6600)
Singapore 65-353-8312 (FAX 65-353-8315)
Copyright 1990, Elco Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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approach has been a success with
AMD's simpler, low-density GAL devices, says Andy Robin, director of PU)
marketing, and he anticipates similar enthusiasm for the MASC parts.
Two PU) players, meanwhile, offer
up some interesting new twists. San
Jose-based Altera's application-specific
PU) is the first such device designed for
a particular industry. The EPS464 Synchronous Timing Generator, a 50-MHz
esides speed and density, pricing
part jointly developed with Japan's Fuji
has long been ahurdle for highend PLDs, which can cost several hunFinis, takes aim at VCRs, camcorders,
dred dollars apiece. Now FPGA market
laser-dise players, and the like. The critical need in imaging is synchronous timleader Xilinx Inc. of San Jose and HD
heavyweight Advanced Micro Devices
ing, says Sandeep Vij, strategic marketing
Inc. of Sunnyvale, Calif., have found a engineer. Besides neatly handling the
timing problem, the EPS464 contributes
way to trim costs and ease or eliminate
to system integration, Vij says. Instead of
the sometimes bumpy transition from
agate array or HD to perform the core
PID to gate array in asystem. Both use
function "and several discrete logic deamasked layer of factory-programmed
vices surrounding it to customize it," the
interconnection instead of user-pronew device integrates all those logic
grammable cells in their products, which
functions on one chip, says Vij.
are essentially hardwired PLDs.
Plus Logic, meanwhile, offers up its
The Xilinx solution is the XC3300
Hiper family. "Hiper" is an acronym for
family. Using the same FPGA configuraamouthful: hierarchically interconnecttion that the customer devised for its
ed programmable efficient resources.
prototype, Xilinx automatically generWhat it means is amix-and-match apates an architecturally identical hardproach based on resource-rich building
wired version in XC3300 parts ranging
blocks, says Gary Banta. vice president
from 3,000 to 9,000 gates, says Charles
of marketing at the San Jose firm. Each
A. Fox, manager of IC product marketof three product groups contains blocks
ing. Prices are $9, $13, and $25, defor particular functions—control in the
pending on gate count. By comparison,
2000 series, data-path tasks in the 4000,
a2,003-gate anay can cost $50, includand data storage in the 5000. Systems
ing nonrecurring engineering costs.
houses can thus customize a PU) deAMD's solution is the MASC family,
pending on how they want to use it.
metal-masked versions of the chip
"All [systems makers] have access to
maker's MACH series PLDs, at 900 to
the same CPUs," says Banta. "All use
3,600 gates. No reengineering is
commonly available memory. Thus, the
needed—OEMs simply drop the MASC
way to differentiate aproduct is in the
unit into the MACH socket. The cost is
programmable logic used to build addi0.3 cents per gate, which is comparable
tional features."
with gate-array pricing. The metal-mask

is Quick Logic Corp. The Santa Clara,
Calif., startup's VGT350 zips along at
100 MHz and sports 1,000 to 4,000
gates, says David Laws, president and
chief executive officer. Quick Logic uses
an antifuse technology for programming connections, an approach that
cuts capacitance and resistance, thus enhancing speed, says Laws.

B

On standards available
MIL-7-27103-1 thru 16. MIL-7-27 172-1 thru 50.
MIL-T-271357-1 thru 114. MIL-7-27;358-1 thru 123.
MIL-T-271359-1 thru 147

• Audio Transformers ranging in size
from Vi" x IÀ" to
x 346". 20 Hz
to 250 KHz. Up to 3watts.
• Pulse Transformers .05µSEC to
100µSEC miniaturized construction.
• Ultra-miniature DC-DC Converter
Transformers. 40 watts.
• Miniaturized Switchmode Inverter
Transformers. 60 watts.
• 400 Hz Power Transformers.
Primary voltages of 115V or 26V.
Plug-in construction. Ultra-miniature
• Microphone/Transducer Audio Input.
• MIL-STD-1553 Interface Multiplex
Data BUS Pulse Transformers.
,pearMe
liable M1L-T-27/356-1 th
OPL stand«

• Inductance values to 20mH with DC
currents to 23 amps

PICO

Electronics, Inc.
453 N MacQuesten Pkwy Mt Vernon. N Y 10552

Call Toll Free 800-431-1064
IN NEW YORK CALL 914-699-5514
FAX 914-699-5565
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Everybody's talking about time-to-market. So let's talk about
how GenRad can help you accelerate products from design
through manufacturing to your customer.
Suppose, for example, we said we could help you go from the
output of design to greenlighting afunctional board test in
just afew hours. And we could do it today. Not in afew
months. Not pretty soon. Now. We can.
And that our new Time-To-Market TooIke provides the
technology and tools to move information from design to the
test-development process. Automatically. It can. Today.
And it's designed to manage the flow of design information
from several EDA vendors. And it provides an environment
that brings parts list information from MIS. And layout,
schematic, nodal, and I/O information from CAD and CAE
as well as from ASIC simulation. It does. Today.
Sounds like we've put together some great tools to help with
your concurrent engineering program, doesn't it. We have.
If you're ready for anew way of thinking about getting
to market faster, request acopy of "Perspectives on Design
and Test."
Call 1-800-4-GENRAD in the U.S., or the GenRad office nearest you in Austria,
Canada, England, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Singapore, Switzerland.

r
k

GenRad

A New Way of Thinking
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ABAM.E IS BREWING
ON 111E DESKTOP
ACE INITIATIVE, INTEL X86 PLANS, WINDOWS, AND DEC'S NEW PUSH
ALL STIR THE PC BUSINESS BY LAWRENCE CURRAN
ust when it looked as if the Intel
80386 microprocessor had run its
course as amajor stimulant to the
personal computer market, araft
of new developments heralds abattle
for control of the desktop and renewed
vigor in PC sales. Managers pondering
when to replace their older desktop majCOMPUTING

¡chines

will

get

more

'
bang for their bucks in
the wake of key market moves, not the
least of which is Intel Corp.'s aggressive
plan to extend the architecture and performance of the industry-standard x86
microprocessor family.
Some of the other forces that will
breathe new life onto the desktop indude the advent of the Advanced Computing Environment consortium, the
runaway success of Microsoft Corp.'s
Windows 3.0 graphical user interface,
and Digital Equipment Corp.'s bold
venture to get back into the PC business, piggybacking on an Intel-built
486-based platform.
But the initiative of the 21-member
ACE consortium, if it succeeds, will also
boost sales of the PC's big brother, the
workstation. That will sharpen the competition between vendors of x86 PCs,
which have slumped to a 5% annual
growth rate, and Unix-based RISC
workstations, which are charging along
at 24% growth, for desktop space historically conceded to venerable DOS
machines [Electronic% May 1991, p. 27].
In the ACE camp, vendors like Digital, battle-hardended from the workstation wars, see the initiative as away to
extend their sphere of influence to PC
users frustrated with the limitations of
the DOS operating system. The Maynard, Mass., computer giant struck out
in the PC market in the early 1980s because its proprietary Professional and
Rainbow machines were incompatible

with the IBM Corp. PC standard. It's too
early to tell if Digital's 486 computers,
unveiled just last month, will be ahit,
but the initial reaction of many analysts
is positive (see p. 32).
Another major mover in the ACE
camp is Compaq Computer Corp., the
Houston-based PC powerhouse whose
high-end machines, built around the
x86 complex-instruction-set computing
architecture, are already facing competition from low-end reduced-instruction-set workstations. Compaq is positioning itself to take advantage of
whichever way the ACE winds blow—
RISC or CISC. With no RISC architecture
to offer, Compaq in April spent $135
million to get one: the company invested in Silicon Graphics Inc., the Mountain View, Calif., vendor of three-dimensional graphic workstations, which
will manufacture ACE-compliant RISC
machines for Compaq once the consortium irons out product details.
In backing Silicon Graphics, Compaq has given notice to Intel that the
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Santa Clara, Calif., microprocessor giant
no longer has an exclusive franchise at
Compaq—that Compaq will play both
ends of the field and let customers decide what they want. Silicon Graphics
uses the MIPS Computer Systems Inc.
RISC microprocessor family, for which
the ACE consortium has opted in a
move to try to block the skyrocketing
success of the Sparc RISC architecture
pioneered by workstation leader Sun
Microsystems Inc. of Mountain View.
Aside from moves by any of its individual members, the very formation of
the ACE consortium throws down the
gauntlet in the desktop duel. It establishes athird major camp of de facto
standarcls for small systems, sharpening
competition among providers of x86-,
Sparc, and ACE-compliant hardware
and software.
It's too soon after ACE's formation in
April to predict how successful the initiative will be. With or without it,
though, there are powerful new forces
at work that are revitalizing the sagging

speedup of its x86 plans, but Dana
Krelle, Inters marketing manager for
high-end microprocessors, does concede that "we've got to do abetter job
of getting the word out about what's
coming. We have a very good set of
KEY 386/486 USERS
THE ACE
SPARC
products coming in the next several
CONSORTIUM
INTERNATIONAL
years that will be competitive with anyAcer
Amdahl
Acer/Altos
thing out there," he says. "The market
Compaq
Autodesk
AST Research
isn't comprehending as well as we'd
Control Data
CompuAdd
AT&T
DEC
Datatech
Commodore
like what will go into the x86 family,
Kubota
FPS Computing
Compaq
which
was one of the motives behind
Microsoft
Frame Technology
CompuAdd
MIPS
Fujitsu
Dell
[the formation of] ACE."
NEC
Microelectronics
Everex
For example, Krelle says that there
NKK
Goldstar
Hewlett-Packard
seems to be an impression that "RISC is
Olivetti
ICL
IBM
Prime
Interactive
NEC
something wonderful and revolutionPyramid
Systems
NCR
ary. In fact, RISC is aset of design techSanta Cruz
Lotus
Olivetti
niques that are used in the 386 and 486.
Operation
LSI Logic
Samsung
Siemens
Matra
Siemens
And some of the architectural innovaSiemens/Nixdorf
Matsushita
Tandy
tions of RISC [that are] talked about for
Silicon Graphics
Mentor Graphics
Toshiba
Sony
Opus
Zenith
the future may appear sooner" in the
Sumimoto
Oracle
x86 family than in any RISC CPU, he asTandem
Philips
serts. "The Intel processor product line
Wang
ROSS Technology
Zenith
Sampo
is as robust an architecture as any,"
Solboume
Krelle says.
Star Technologies
Though RISC is certainly differentiatSun
Tatung
ed from CISC by design techniques that
Texas Instruments
result in faster performance, as Krelle
Toshiba
TriGem Computer
says, another strategic plus for the RISC
Weitek
camp is that the technology has become
synonymous with open systems. It's
linked with the Unix operating system
up on Intel to make sure they don't
PC industry. And the industry needs it.
and multiple sources of chip supply.
have a stranglehold on the micropro"The tremendous earlier growth in
The x86, by contrast, carries connotacessor market," he contends.
the U.S. and Europe has slowed to sintions of an older era characterized by a
The move has already forced Intel to
gle-digit growth in what has become a
be more forthcoming about its plans for single-sourced, proprietary approach.
replacement market," says John Logan,
Krelle won't acknowledge that the
vice president at the Aberdeen Group, a the x86 family and to accelerate develsuccessor to the 486 will be called a586,
opment of the next-generation 586 and
Boston-based market research organibut he points out that "the ACE prod686 central processing units. New, highzation. "Users aren't upgrading because
ucts won't be on the market until next
er-performance x86 processors will
there haven't been new application proyear at the earliest, and next year is also
mean ashot in the arm for the PC busigrams that require them to upgrade.
the year the next Intel generation comes
ness, bec-ause system builders can proThey're looking for greater functionality
to market." It's clear, then, that Intel has
before they consider trashing their 386 ceed with new designs knowing what
tomorrow's
mainstay
CPUs
will
bring,
along-term strategy for the x86 family,
or older systems."
and that's good news for PC vendors,
and when.
Now Intel, ACE, and Windows are
software developers, and users alike. It
changing that picture. Logan says that
assures continued growth in a market
ntel will more quickly make the
95% of the desktops today are populatthat has the long-term backing of IBM,
I 386 obsolete because of ACE,
ed by PCs offering 20-MHz 386 perforLogan believes. `This is why they've inCompaq, and now Digital.
mance or less. That's not good enough
Krelle points out that two important
troduced the 486SX," he says, a
for Microsoft's so-called New Technoloelements that have been absorbed into
slimmed-down 20-MHz version of the
gy OS/2 3.0 operating system with WinACE were in place well before the con80486 CPU. It also explains why Intel
dows, which is one of the two operathas clarified its plans for follow-on prosortium's founding—OS/2 3.0 and Wining-system paths to the future espoused
dows. "The market has been waiting
cessors, Logan believes. "Plans for the
by ACE. (The other is the Santa Cruz
several years for an operating system
Operation's Open Desktop version of 586 had been unclear as to the delivery
that will take full advantage of the 386,
date of systems that use it," he says.
shrink-wrapped Unix.)
486, and future processors," Krelle says.
In fact, Logan believes the ACE ini- Those systems had been expected in
"[Microsoft's] OS/2 3.0 looks like apositiative is an open attack on Intel by a 1993, and "Intel is now saying they'll be
tive development for the Intel architecgroup of companies that had tired of available in 1992." A 686 is in the works,
ture, and the 32-bit applications-protoo, and "that hadn't been confirmed"
the chip maker's restricting the supply
gramming interface of Windows has the
of microprocessors to computer before ACE came along, Logan says.
Intel denies that ACE forced a passibility of finally taking full advanbuilders. "The industry has now ganged

YOU CAN'T TELL THE PLAYERS
WITHOUT A SCORECARD
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The FS700 LORAN-C frequency standard

10 MHz cesium stability
$4950
Cesium long term stability at a fraction
of the cost
Better long-term stability than rubidium
Not dependent on ionosphere position
changes, unlike WWV
Complete northern hemisphere
coverage, unlike GPS.
The FS700 LORAN-C frequency standard provides the
optimum, cost-effective. solution for frequency management and calibration applications. Four 10 MHz outputs
from built-in distribution amplifiers provide cesium
standard long-term stability of 10 -12 ,with 5hort-term stability of 10 - le (10 -"optional). Reception is guaranteed in
North America, Europe and Asia.

Since the FS700 receives the ground wave from the
LORAN transmitter, reception is unaffected by atmospheric changes, with no possibility of missing cycles, a
common occurrence with WWV due to discontinuous
changes in the position ofthe ionosphere layer. Cesium and
rubldium standards, in addition to being expensive initially, require periodic refurbishment, another costly item.
The FS700 system includes a remote active 8-foot
whip antenna, capable of driving up to 1000 feet of cable.
The receiver contains six adjustable notch filters and afrequency output which may be set from 0.01 Hz to 10 MHz in
a1-2-5 sequence. A Phase detector is used to measure the
phase shift between this output and another front panel
input, allowing quick calibration of other timebases. An
analog output with arange of ±360 degrees, provides a
votage proportional to this phase difference for driving
strip chart recorders, thus permitting continuous monitoring of long-term frequency stability or phase locking of
other sources.

FS700: The optimum frequency
management system

ESEARCH SYS
1290 D Rearnwood Avenue •Sunnyvale, CA 94089 mi Telephone: (408) 744-9040
FAX: 4087449049 •Telex: 706891 SRS UD
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The Best of Two Worlds
in One New System Solution.
Motorola's H4C Series-combines unprecedented
speed/power and density with unique system-level design
implementation in one CMOS Array.
If you want the density advantages
macros facilitate high-speed interSystem Solutions
of cell-based architectures plus
chip synchronous communication.
•Tight Process Distribution
the economy and cycle time of highAnd, avariety of design-for-test
•Digital PLL Clock-Skew Mgt.
features, including JTAG in the I/O
performance custom gate arrays,
•Design-For-Test Scan Macros
periphery and ESSD/LSSD scan
you've just found the best of two
•JTAG (IEEE 1149.1) Boundary Scan
worlds in one system solution. It's
macros, is included.
•Embedded Megafunction Blocks
Motorola's new generation
•Clock Tree Synthesis
state-of-the-art CMOS
•User-Defined
Available Usable Gates
1/0
Array
Gates
ASIC technology, the
Memorist - SRAM
(70%)
Wirebond/ Tab
H4C Series -of CustomerH4CO27
27,000
19,000
160/188
Compiler
H4C035
35,000
24,500
176/208
Hill C
Defined Arrays.'
The H4C Series meets
H4C057*
57,368
40,000
216/256
The new fabrication
the challenges of the
H4C086
86,000
60,000
260/304
process of the H4C Series
most demanding appliH4C123* 123,136
86,000
340/360
provides 180 picosecond
cations by combining
H4C161
161,000
113,000
344/404
performance in densities
advanced sub-micron
H4C195* 195,452
136,800
376/444
H4C318
318,000
222,500
464/556
typically ranging from
technology with Motorola's
•Now available. Other Series devices planned for future announc ment.
19,000 up to 222,000
unique battery of systemusable gates, and supports the speed
What brings all these system
level design solutions. It's the best of
design features to your fingertips
requirements of 60 MHz processors
two worlds in one system solution.
is our work-station based Open
with apower dissipation of only
And it's available only from Motorola.
Architecture CAD System' which
3µW/Gate/MHz.
creates an environment where leadSystem-Level Design
ing edge design tools work together
MOTOROLA
One of the H4C Series' systemin harmony.
level design features is the Customer
Defined Architecture. CDA enables
MOTOROLA and QiA_ly an r,g,turt.tittadunnrk,o1 \lotolola Ini
versatile, efficient system-level
design in which large, fully-diffused
architectural blocks like RAM, and
To: Motorola Semiconductor Products, Inc., P.O. Box 20912, Phoenix, AZ 85036
Please send me acopy of the Motorola Semiconductor Technical Data Booklet on the H4C Series CMOS
in the future, microprocessors and
Arrays and the CDA Architecture
489ELEX06009 I
arithmetic functions, are embedded
Name
in the Array. High-speed, userTitle
configurable RAMs are structured
Company
to easily integrate with user-defined
BIST circuitry. Optimized SRAM is
Address
available in several hundred thousand
City
single and dual port configurations
State
Zip
of up to 256K bits.
Additionally, Motorola's proprieCall me (
tary digital PLL clock skew control

SERIES
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desktop from IBM, showing that "users
tage" of the advanced x86 architecture,
will flock to an application-rich platform
he says. "But these activities were well
like Windows and bypass an applicaunder way independently of ACE."
Intel hasn't joined the consortium,
tion-poor platform like [IBM's] OS/2."
He maintains that although Big Blue's
but Microsoft's Carl Stork expects the
OS/2 2.0 is technically stronger than
chip maker to be a major beneficiary,
with "the lion's share of ACE systems to Windows, "OS/2 lacks third-party appeal. Without that, it doesn't matter how
be based on Inters architecture." Stork
well OS/2 performs. Users buy applicais advanced-development business
tions, not operating systems."
manager at the Redmond, Wash., softWhile developers are busy writing
ware giant, one of the prime movers behind ACE. He says it's an explicit goal of programs to run under Windows, "IBM
ACE "to fully include the 386, 486, and has only aso-so strategy" to get them
producing applications for the 32-bit exfollow-ons in its provisions, and Iexpect Intel to continue to push the x86 to tended OS/2 2.0, Yarmis says. Like its
higher performance and value levels."
predecessor, OS/2 2.0 is a joint Microsoft-IBM development, but IBM has
That will protect users' vast investprimary responsibility and is pushing
ment in DOS application programs,
which will run on ACE-compliant CISC
machines, says Keiichiro Kagiyama,
president of NEC System
14,000
Laboratories in Boxborough, Mass., amember of
12,000
Z
the consortium. "I think I— rn
< Z ee 10000
ACE is agood stimulant for CC
W
W>
Intel to promise fast
8,000
enough and competitive VI 0
W (1)
enough chips in the x86 0g
6,000
I
line that will allow cus- ew
(3 I4,000
tomers to amortize their in- cc
vestments in [existing] PC 0
2,000
software," he says.
Besides boosting x86
o
development, ACE revitalWINDOWS
izes the PC in yet another
',
.¡Àijeke
way, says Lori Strong, vice
president for product mar1991
keting at Compaq. "A key • 1995
SOURCE: GARTNER GROUP INC.
consideration
behind
hard to win favor for it, he adds. "I may
ACE," says Strong, is agrowing interest
have to revise the forecast if IBM can
by networked computer users to run
applications on PCs that heretofore
deliver on its promises, but it's still an
have been reserved for corporate mainopen question as to whether they can."
frames or departmental minicomputers.
This movement will mean "long-term
artner's forecast has OS/2 getThing a21% market share of new
growth for microprocessor-based sysPC installations in 1995, mostly in large
tems," Strong says.
corporations, where IBM has been hisAlso stifling growth in microprocestorically strong with larger systems.
sor-based systems is the fact that PC
users will need new and faster ma- Apple Computer Inc.'s Macintosh OS
chines to run Windows. And Windows will double in new PC sales by 1995,
/0 from 10% last year.
will continue to take the industry by growing to 200
DOS is slated for asteep plunge in the
storm, says Jonathan Yarmis, vice presiGartner forecast—from 69% of new indent for personal computing at the
stallations last year to 10% in 1995. Unix
Gartner Group, the Stamford, Conn.,
won't do well on the desktop either, the
market research firm. Gartner predicts
Gartner Group believes, accounting for
that Windows will be the dominant PC
operating environment by 1995, when it
just 6% of new sales vs. 3% last year.
Not everyone in the PC industry is
will account for 41% of all new installaconvinced that the Gartner scenario will
tions, up from just 12% last year.
Yarmis contends that the success of play out as forecast. 'We don't disagree
that Windows will be apervasive enviWindows is wresting control of the

ronment well into the '90s, either under
DOS or OS/2 3.0," says Compaq's
Strong, "and we'll make sure that we're
there with both of those." But she
doesn't agree that PC hardware has become acommodity that's almost atrivial
consideration for buyers, as the Gartner
scenario implies. "Customers have always been driven primarily by the applications they're trying to run, but once
they've chosen the applications, they're
still very much interested in having the
right hardware platform, too," she says.
Inters Krelle is also keen on Windows—"We absolutely believe that PC
users have wanted agraphical user interface rather than aDOS prompt"—but
he doesn't believe it spells the death of
DOS. Rather, Krelle sees Windows
running more on DOS than on any
other operating system: "Given that
DOS has 75 million PC units installed, and that OS/2 3.0 is brandnew technology and will be alarge
system when it comes, by 1995 the
dominant [desktop] operating system will still be DOS, with Windows
running on top of it," he says.
Microsoft's Stork is understandably bullish on Windows, acknowledging that "even we were surprised
by [its] runaway success." Stork
says Microsoft plans to push
Windows as the operating environment of choice for desktop
client-server networks: "Our strategy
is to make Windows the pervasive
client operating environment."
He stresses, however, that as codesigner of IBM's OS/2 2.0, Microsoft will
supply and support that operating system to its OEM customers. 'We and
IBM have somewhat different visions of
the relative role of the two," Stork says.
"IBM looks for OS/2 2.0 to play alarge
role on the desktop. But our long-term
strategies are more aligned than different, and the customer will ultimately decide which way to go." Stork notes that
IBM is not blind to Windows' success
"and is strengthening its support for
Windows in OS/2 2.0."
The historic PC market leader, IBM is
characteristically mum about specific
plans in its own family of x86-based
PCs. But the biggest computer company
in the world isn't about to give up control of the desktop without afight. It's
wise to keep one eye on Big Blue to see
if the PC magician will pull any rabbits
out of its hat, infusing the desktop market with even further energy. CII
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The CMOS Compatible Centigrids'
•Driven directly from CMOS logic
•No amplification or buffering needed
•Fewer components/connections = greater reliability
•Both latching & non-latching versions available

That's right. These little relays

short pulse of power sets the relay,

are truly CMOS compatible. You
can drive them directly with

connections mean increased relia-

CMOS level signals. No outside

and it stays that way until it is reset.
No holding power is required.

bility. Simpler board layout, too.

amplification at all. An integral

That makes it ideal for applications

Add to that the rugged construction

power FET driver gives you all the

where power is at apremium.

and proven contact reliability that

amplification you need. A large

The versatile CMOS compatible

Zener diode protects the FET gate

have made Centigrid abyword in
the industry, and you have asure

Centigrid. It is available in general

input. And all this plus aDPDT

purpose (116C) sensitive (136C)

winner. One that's QPL approved

relay and coil suppression diode

and Maglatch (122C). Call or

to MIL-R-28776/7 and 8. One

are packed into atiny Centigrid can.

write for complete information.

thing more. One version of this

irTELEDYNE RELAYS

You can see the advantages up

front. Fewer components and

little beauty is also aMaglatch. A

Innovations In Switching Technology

Teledyne Relays, 12525 Daphne Avenue, Hawthorne, California 90250.213-777-0077, FAX: 213-779-9161.
European Headquarters: W Germany: Abraham Lincoln Strasse 38-42, 6200 Wiesbaden •Belgium: 181 Chaussee de la Hulpe, 1170 Brussels •U.K.: The Harlequin Centre,
Southall Lane, Southall, Middlesex, UB2 5NH •Japan: Taikoh No. 3Building, 2-10-7 Shibuya, Shibuya-Ku, Tokyo 150 •France: 85-87 Rue Anatole-France, 92300 L,evallois-Perret.
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ULU EDIA COMPUTING
HITS ASOUR NOTE
ACOPYRIGHT BATTLE MAY BE BREWING AS THE FLEDGLING INDUSTRY
BUMPS INTO ARTISTS' RIGHTS BY JACK SHANDLE

.1

., he PC industry's dream is slowly
battle royal could be shaping up becoming true. Personal computers
tween a"royalties" industry steeped in
are becoming as entertaining as
the history—and rate structures—of
MIM TV, as utilitarian as washing mavaudeville, film, and broadcasting vs. a
chines, and as ubiquitous as
computer industry where the
telephones. But by boldly COMPUTING "audience" could be asolitary
marching beyond the land of bits and
person in front of aPC or ahalf dozen
bytes into markets where no machine
customers viewing amultimedia sales
has gone before, desktop computing
pitch on aSony DataDiscMan.
has stumbled into a flesh-and-blood
In aperverse way, the fledgling mulkingdom filled with problems that
timedia industry can take some pride in
could turn the dream into alitigation
uncovering the artists'-rights issue. As
nightmare. Artists' royalties—if, when,
long as computer executives talked
and how much to pay for them—are
about "a PC in every home" but enone of these problems. It won't be long
countered none of the problems that
before acronyms such as ASCAP and
broadcasters and phone companies
BNII are as familiar to the PC profesdeal with daily, their dream of everysional as BIOS and SCSI.
man's PC was just that: adream. But
With the dawning of the multimedia
now digitizing hardware for audio and
PC, many industry watchers say, new
video is relatively inexpensive, and
business structures addressing compensome companies are marketing snappy
sation for the images and sounds used
multimedia software tools. The technolin this new medium must be created. If ogy is here and now, and it works. Musome observers are to be believed, a sicians, photographers, and other creELECIRON1CS •JUNE 1991
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ative artists are taking notice. And they
want apiece of the action.
Case in point: at the Multimedia and
CD-ROM Conference held in San Jose,
Calif., in March, exhibitors daim they
were put on notice by the American Society of Composers, Authors, and Publishers (ASCAP) that "spotters" would
be at the show listening for copyrighted
music in multimedia presentations. This
raised hackles on the show floor, because it seemed that ASCAP was raising
its involvement to anew level. It is already awell-established procedure for
trade-show managers to secure ablanket license for all copyrighted music
played on the show floor. What else
does ASCAP want?
"ASCAP is very aggressive," says
copyright attorney Bruce Lehman. "It
may attempt to segment out multimedia
PCs and make them aseparate revenue
stream." As the largest agency collecting
licensing fees for artists, ASCAP, head-

...They're Not Just Gathering Dust They're Also Costing You ALot Of Money!
Your engineers are avaluable resource. When they go off on that long search for the right technical software, they lose time on projects.
Software packages with $200 price tags can actually wind up costing you thousands in lost productivity. They're wasting time evaluating and
comparing competing products, making phone calls, spinning wheels, twiddling thumbs. It's ahorror show.
Not anymore. TechExpress, with literally hundreds of micro-computer technical software packages to choose from, offers the solutions you
need. With aBPA (Blanket Purchase Agreement) from TechExpress you can have all this and more:
•One Stop Shopping
Stop calling lots of vendors to find what you
need. We've got, or we can get, all the PC and
MAC technical software you'll ever use.

AHuge Selection
TechExpress works tor you, not the software
manufacturer. This enables us to carry
hundreds of software packages from virtually
every company out there.

• AProduct Locator Service

•Free Demos

We have ahuge database of technical'
products. If we don't have exactly what
you need, we'll go out and find it for you.

We maintain alarge library of demos and,
under aBPA, we can offer you afree demo
on most products.

•Volume Discounts

•Technical Support

Your TechExpress BPA comes with
automatic discounts of up to 10% on
everything you purchase. For large
volumes, special discounts can be
arranged.

We're engineers ourselves, we know the
products, and we offer comprehensive technical
support before you buy as well as after you buy.

Call Dennis Schumann at (818)707-7074 For AFree Tech Express BPA Application.
Or, Fill Out And Send In The Attached Response Card.

Product Evaluation Materials
We've compiled product specifications that
will enable you, at aglance, to decide which
software package is just right for your
application.

•A"No Questions Asked" Return Polley
Under aBPA, you may return any software
package to us for any reason within 30 days of
purchase and you'll receive an instant credit!

receriemieue.....•
AM' WOO
31200 Lana Drive •Suite 301 • Westlake Village, CA 91362 FAX (818) 707-7085
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quartered in New York, collected $358
million last year. Managing director
Laura Messinger says ASCAP's presence
at the conference was only to inform
potential organizers of other shows of
their responsibility to license music.
Multimedia is both anew area and a
gray one, she says. Attorney Lehman,
who represents the Software Publishers
Association for the Washington law firm
Swidler and Berlin, agrees it is gray. But
he cautions in-house corporate multimedia developers, in particular, against
swallowing ASCAP's legal arguments
hook, line, and sinker. By signing an
agreement with aroyalties agency, he
says, the user is acknowledging that
agency's legal right to collect afee for
PC-based presentations.
The world of royalties is many-tiered
and involves dealings with different organizations and individi mils for music,
images, and even text when it is copyrighted. In the music realm, performance fees are paid to ASCAP and/or
BMI (Broadcast Music Inc.) for public
performances of copyrighted music.
The definition of "public performance" is one of the gray areas. If music
is being integrated into apurely audio
presentation, such as a compact disc,
cassette, or lecord, amechanical license
is required from the music publisher. If
it is being integrated into avisual presentation, synchronization licenses are
required. These are handled by the National Music Publishers Association
through its subsidiary, the Hairy Fox
Agency Inc. (HFA), New York There
may also be obligations to record companies and individual performers.

Fout to pirate copyrighted materi-

ew multimedia developers are

al. "From amoralistic point of view, the
songwriter deserves compensation,"
says Carmine Bonanno, president of
Voyetra Technologies Inc., a Pelham,
N.Y., creator of computer-music files.
And from abusiness point of view, he
acids, "If asongwriter is not paid for his
work, he probably will not produce
more." But developers are discovering
that the cumulative cost of ait and music
royalties for alarge data-storage medium such as a CD-ROM disc can be
heavy. Some CD-ROM titles never see
the light of day because the per-disc
royalties add up to hundreds of dollars,
sinking the project before it is launched.
One example: when awell-known
CD-ROM developer was approached

Over the long haul,
by the Sporting News
says Mott, it is in the
with the idea of pubinterest of artists—and
lishing adisc of basethe organizations that
ball cards, the derepresent them—to
nouement was almost
come to some sort of
ludicrous. It seemed
accommodation with
simple enough at first,
the computer industry,
says Mark Engelhardt,
which represents a
president of Wayzata
vast, untapped revTechnology Inc. in
enue stream. Clearly,
Grand Rapids, Mich.
new business arrangeWayzata would purments will be required
chase the rights from
to accomplish this.
the Topps Co., awellThe paradigm of
established purveyor
the cassette or CD
of the cards.
does not quite fit mul"ASCAP is vety aggressive.
But Topps's contimedia, which genertract with the ball
It may attempt to segment
ally uses snippets of
players restricted use
out multimedia PCs and
an artist's work-10
of the photos to its
seconds of a soundtrademark bubblemake them aseparate
track, for example—
gum packages. "So
revenue stream."
and often changes the
they [the Sporting
material in some way
Newts] had 500 to 1,000
BRUCE LEHMAN
through the magic of
players' lawyers to nedigitization. Moreover,
gotiate with," says Ensince the artist's work
gelhardt. 'The size of
that agenda made the project unman- is often embedded in alarge data base
ageable, and besides, no lawyer is and accessed through auser-interactive
going to talk to you for one eighth of a environment—as opposed to the serial
percent royalty, which is what was access of arecord or CD—there is no
guarantee the user will access it at all.
needed to make the project viable."
The most likely forum for an indusNearly everyone, in fact, has aroyalties anecdote to tell. Take the case of try-wide approach is the Interactive
IBM and Pluto. Ron Palmich, interna- Multimedia Association, atrade group
tional director of IBM Corp.'s Multime- for developers. 'There is no question
dia Market Support Group in Atlanta, that the IMA will delve into this," says
was creating apresentation for the pres- Philip Dodds, director of the group's
ident of Disney Studios Inc. The IBM compatibility project. "I would be very
developers thought it would be fun to surprised if this time next year we are
digitize arendition of Disney dog Pluto not deeply involved in addressing the
and import it into the PC for playback, copyright issue," says Dodds, who is
says Palmich. But to obtain the rights also president of Randall House Associfrom Disney, which jealously guards its ates in Annapolis, Md.
cartoon creations, Palmich had to sign a
ut, Dodds says, hardware portarelease that limited IBM's use of the
M' Pbility is first on IMA's agenda,
pooch to the 24-hour period during
which the presentation to Disney's pres- and until the compatibility issue is settled, multimedia will probably not be
ident would be made.
It is not haro to find doomsayers large enough for copyrights to be very
who predict the intellectual-property important. Once that happens, the IMA
issue will keep multimedia from taking might be able to strike an industry-wide
off. But dearer heads tend toward opti- deal like to the one that will save TV
mism, because mutual benefits can ac- broadcasters $40 million in royalties in
1991. The All-Industry Television Station
crue to both sides. Tim Mott, president
of MacroMind Inc., aleading developer Music License Committee in New York
of multimedia software tools based in administers the broadcasters' plan,
San Francisco, says he has heard of mul- which involves blanket and per-protimedia productions in which royalties gram protocols. "The broadcasters
exceed total production costs. But Mott banded together to fight ASCAP and
sees those cases as symptomatic of an BMI," says attorney Lehman.
On the other hand, ASCAP's Mesindustry in its early growth stages.
ELECTION16 •JUNE 1991
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The limits are gone
OrCAD has introduced the greatest product
upgrade in its history. Memory limits, design
restrictions, even boundaries between products
are all disappearing.
For years, OrCAD's competitors have been playing agame of catch-up. With the introduction of
Release IV, the race is over. No one will match
our price/performance ratio on these features:
• Schematic Parts Library has been increased to
over 20,000 unique library parts
• Digital Simulation process has been speeded
up by an order of magnitude
• Printed Circuit Board Layout package offers
autoplacement and autorouting at no extra
charge

Best of all, OrCAD introduces ESP
ESP is agraphical environment designed specifically for the electronic designer. Software tools
appropriate for different stages in the design
process are now linked together to form aseamless flow of information. This easy-to-use framework relieves the designer of time consuming
tasks and the inconvenience of moving from one
tool set to another. You can now spend more
time productively designing.

For more information ...
You need to know more about Release IV and all
of the benefits OrCAD has to offer. Call the telephone number below and we'll send you afree
demonstration disk.

• Expanded memory capabilities

OrCA
More designs from more designers

For more information, call (503) 690-9881
or write to OrCAD Sales Department, 3175 N.W. Aloclek Drive, Hillsboro, Oregon, 97124
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PENTON CONTINUES
COMMITMENT TO
RECYCLING
Penton Publishing's Camera
Department started recycling chemicals from film wastewater 25 years ago...
long before the ecologically-smart idea was widely recognized.
For almost as many years, the Penton Press Division has been
recycling scrap paper, obsolete inventory, and printing press waste
materials. In 1991, Penton Press will recycle some 5500 tons of
paper, 9 tons of aluminum plates, and 3 tons of scrap film negatives. Furthermore, the Press Division has invested $500,000 in air
pollution control equipment.
Company-wide, the recycling spirit has spread from Cleveland headquarters to offices throughout the country. Penton employees are
enthusiastic participants in expanding programs to re-use paper,
aluminum cans, and other waste materials.
Penton Publishing believes these practices make a significant quality-of-life difference for people today... and will help create a safer,
healthier environment for generations to come.

Etnton

singer says blanket licensing is practically atradition if the user industry is large
enough. "ASCAP will quote afee and if
the user is not pleased, he can go to the
rate court [an administrtive law judge in
New York] for relief," she says.
Lehman does not recommend asimilar course for the computer industry
until some basic issues are sorted out,
however. 'With the broadcasters, there
was no question that these are public
performances," he says, but the use of
music on an individual workstation or
in front of afew employees should not
be conceded to be a public performance. ASCAP's Messinger responds:
"Playback takes many forms. There is
not much doubt that asingle PC in an
individual's home is not apublic performance. But when the use enters the
realm of a commercial enterprise and
the work is put on alocal-area network
or on satellite, then it is definitely apublic performance."
Some anangement will undoubtedly
be worked out, but for the interim, any
developers smaller than IBM, Microsoft,
and Apple may have to settle for artistic
material they create themselves, find in
the public domain, or buy from acompany that has already cleared the rights.
In the graphic arts, magnetic and optical disks containing clip art have been
popular since the advent of desktop
publishing. The Topps baseball card experience clearly signals that there are
problems even there. But music and
video are an even tougher nut to crack.
Much of the public-domain material is
either dated—copyrights run for 75
years—or falls into rigid categories like
patriotic or Christmas music.

ALITIGATION NIGHTMARE?
Multiple agencies make getting
copyright clearance virtually impossible for multimedia producers.
There is no definition of "public
performance" in the context of PCs.
Changes in the copyright laws
may be in store to fine-tune the provisions governing "fair use."

Miles Gilbume, managing partner of the
Cole Gilbume venture capital firm in
Manhattan Beach, Calif., which specializes in multimedia companies. Current
exceptions to royalty payments under
fair use include educational and other
nonprofit enterprises. Gilbume, who is
also an attorney and editor of the Cornputer Lawyer newsletter, sees both practical and apublic-policy reasons bolstering the need for areassessment.

0 ince multimedia uses "snippets of
ilea work and juxtaposes them with
other cultural icons," the production is
much different than awork on stage, he
MIDI sequences that direct specific insays. As long as adeveloper takes reastruments to play specific sounds in a sonably defined excerpts and integrates
wide variety of styles. Some of the
them into a much larger work that is
songs on MusiClips are over 75 years
fundamentally different than the origiold and in the public domain. The rest,
nal, he argues, the law is dealing with
which are produced and owned by quite adifferent animal than in the past.
Voyetra, fall into 14 familiar categories
This argument leads directly to the
such as jazz, country, blues, and reggae.
public-policy issue. "People often lose
MusiClips contains all the parts of a sight of the fact that laws are areflection
performance, including drums, bass,
of public policy," Gilbume says. One
piano, etc., so it is easy to customize a public-policy issue is the deplorable
song from the files. Developers are free
state of education in the U.S. Corporato use the music generated by aMusitions spend billions of dollars each year
Clip, but the files themselves are copyteaching new employees to read and
right-protected software. Developers
write. "If you accept the premise that incannot put aMusicClip MIDI file in their teractive multimedia products are the
software and resell it, says Bonanno.
best source of education that we are
For those willing to venture onto
likely to come across in our lifetimes,
copyrighted turf, the logistics could be
then all of asudden very rich multimemade easier, says Bonanno. "Given that
dia products acquire avery high societal
we are in acomputer age, there could
priority," Gilburne says.
be an on-line clearing agency," he sugASCAP's Messinger says the fair-use
gests. Developers could dial into adata
agrument goes beyond the criteria
base and find out if material is protectGilbume mentions. "Other consideraed, and perhaps even the appropriate litions are whether it is being used in a
censing fee. At least two might be recommerical venture or for nonprofit,"
quired: from ASCAP and/or BMI for she says, "or whether it is criticism or
performance rights; and from HFA for educational; and its effect on the potenrganizations like ASCAP and
HFA control most of the rest,
synchronization rights.
tial market." ASCAP has little interest in
but they are not set up to handle reEven the legal issues involved in
seeing the term of a copyright shortquests from multimedia developers and
multimedia have adifferent twist. Attorened, she adds.
frequently ignore them. "If Iwant to use
neys like Lehman contend that the defiGilbume acknowledges that in the
10 seconds of Dick Tracy video or 15
nition of a public performance might
long view, multimedia may end up as
seconds of Madonna," says Wayzata's
very well exclude PC presentations. He
just ahiccup in the history of copyright,
Engelhardt, "I call these people and first
finds a precedent in the exemptions
and that market dynamics may solve
off it's hard even to get to them. When I courts have made for "home use and
the problem. In any event, he does not
do, they want 6% of the price of the
small-scale commercial establishments."
expect action from Congress any time
disc. There is awhole string of people
Significantly, the courts have hinged
soon. "Legislatures are prone to let the
who have to be educated when you do
these decisions on the size and power courts work on it first," he says. "They
any kind of multimedia."
of the sound-amplifying equipment
want to see issues percolate alittle bit."
People are building companies to
being used, he says.
Stand by for further developments.
help developers avoid these hassles.
In addition to the public-perforIn the meantime, the electronics indusOne such is Bonanno's Voyetra, which
mance issue, the advent of multimedia
try will have to decide if it will remain
publishes a song library called Musicould lead to reassessments of the defion the legal sidelines or take an active—
Clips in the MIDI electronic-music fornition of "fair use" and a tiered apalbeit unfamiliar—role in formulating
mat. This is a collection of multitrack
proach to duration of acopyright, says
public policy. 01
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Their way.

Our way.

Here's how to turn arelay
with 2changeover contacts into one with 4.
The MT4, our new relay with 4 changeover con-

I'm interested in the new MT4 relay. Please send me

tacts, hardly occupies more board space than the

your literature.

MT2, ou- relay with 2changeover contacts.
So if you need 6 twin changeover contacts on

Company

your board, simply install an MT2 and an MT4.
Two relays of virtually identical size.

Name

And tne expensive space you formerly needed
for athird MT2 is now free for other important func-

Address

tions.
Plus: less testing, less component cost, less assembly effort, greater reliability.
What more can you want?

Telephone

Dr. Juchli 1000 SIR

(The new MT4: Power consumption at 20°C 300 mW.

ELE 06/91

Temperature range -55°C to 85°C. Space occu-

Alcatel SIR AG

pied per contact 12 M 2.)

CH-8055 Zurich/Switzerland, Friesenbergstrasse 75

ALCATEL
SIR
CIRCLE 208

ALL TALK,
NO ACTION

tool that lets design-team managers analyze asystem before they ever create
hardware or software. But most socalled top-down tools are actually simulators that handle behavioral and gatelevel descriptions simultaneously.
Ultimately, the language for these systems will be the VHSIC hardware description language, or VHDL, amemento of the Pentagon's Very High- Speed
Integrated Circuits program.
For system-level simulations to occur
within areasonable amount of time—
BY JONAH AfcLEOD
hours, instead of days or weeks—has
meant aresurgence in simulation accelerators. Zyt.md Corp. of Menlo Park,
cierkinder of the electronics indusCalif., has rolled out anew offertry, are having trouble giving the CAD/CAE ing as has Cadence, based in San
market what it wants.
Jose, Calif In addition, faster hardware
Since last year, the flow of new techmodels are needed to facilitate such
nology has slowed. Industry leader
large simulations, and these are now
Mentor Graphics Corp. choked trying
available from Logic Modeling Systems
to roll out its System 8.0. Top rival CaInc. of Milpitas, Calif.
dence Design Systems Inc. suffered
But despite the patchwork of availfrom its lack of acomplete system-level
able tools, the industry overall can be
solution. Valid Logic Systems Inc. was
seen as suffering from all talk, no action.
busy making financial ends meet, while
"The design-automation industry has a
Dazix was fending off bankruptcy.
supply-side problem," says Ron Collett,
Meanwhile, Racal-Redac Inc. was buyindustry analyst at the San Jose-based
ing and integrating system-level techmarket research firm Dataquest Inc. The
nology, while synthesis leader Synopcustomer hase is waiting for high-level
sys Inc. remained aone-trick pony.
system-design solutions that CAE venAn old concept, system-level design
dors have promised but are not yet
has yet to be successfully implemented.
shipping in volume, he says.
Scientific and Engineering Software in
High-level system design has come
Austin, Texas, comes the closest with a to mean top-down design, in which a

THE CAE INDUSTRY GROWS UP, BUT CAN IT GIVE
THE MARKET WHAT IT WANTS?

T

he heady growth in computeraided design and engineering
during the 1980s has left many
11
suppliers with a bad hangover
and amuch more sober view of the future. The industry has matured from a
ragtag group of nerdy entrepreneurs
starting companies based on new CAE
tools into one of buttoned-down businessmen worrying about market share
and operating expenses.
The fundamental success of the design-automation industry assures acontinuous influx of new technology to
handle the next generation of application-specific integrated circuits and
printed-circuit boards. But the new
technology the market is demanding is
system-level or top-down design, and
the CAE vendors, long the wun-
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merger of Daisy Systems and Cadnetix,
Mentor may be occupied with its dedesign is captured at a system level—
only to be devoured in December 1990
velopment problems, but major rival
the motherboard of aworkstation conCadence is having a hard time taking by Intergraph Corp., the Huntsville, Ala.,
taining both ASICs and standard comworkstation giant. "Intergraph bought
advantage of its vulnerability. "Cadence
ponents, for example. Once captured,
Dazix to get firmly into design automais only now starting to ship Amadeus,"
the design is analyzed to see if it meets
tion," Schleider says. "But it will be 1993
that company's system-level design ofsystem specifications. This methodolobefore they regain market share."
fering, says Dataquest's Collett. Moregy is followed in the design of ASICs,
Racal-Redac, meanwhile, has been
over, "previously, Cadence had only IC
too. The designer creates a high-level
on an acquisition spree of its own. It aclayout," Schleider adds. "The board-laydevice description and simulates it exquired HHB Systems and Thom T6 in
out tools it acquired from Automated
tensively before creating actual circuit1989 and Silc Technologies in 1990, in
Systems Inc. of San Diego have only relevel descriptions. Integral to systemthe process investing $71 million to crecently been integrated into Amadeus."
level design is alogic-synthesis tool that
ate asystem-design solution, says John
Another major player, San Joseautomatically converts a high-level deO. Barr, vice president of marketing.
based
Valid
Logic,
is
in
no
position
to
scription into a highly optimized gateNow, with its top-down design system
unseat Mentor either. Even though it
level description.
set to roll out of the lab in upcoming
has asystem-level offering in the RapidThe lack of system-level solutions has
months, Racal has an offering to play
slowed the spectacular growth of the
in this new market.
1980s to amore modest 20% in re- I
Racal's Achilles' heel was its
cent years. Dataquest says revenue
IC LAYOUT
lack of support from ASIC supfrom IC layout tools grew 23% in
Re venue
pliers. "To play in the ASIC
1989
1990
1991
1992
1990 to $1.79 billion and will
(s Millions)
\ arena atool vendor has to
rise another 23% this year to
SOFTWARE
1061
1,278
1,608
1,988
have ASIC vendors pro$2.2 billion. Board-layout
436
511
608
726
SERTVAICLE
TO
1,497
1,789
2,216
2,714
\ide design kits for its
tools are slower: Dataquest
II,
it,
1
tc ols," says Schleider. So
says sales increased only
CAGR
19%
23%
23%
in May, the Mahwah, NJ.,
7% in 1990 to $545 million,
firm announced a joint
BOARD LAYOUT
but should rebound to
486
344
410
enture with Ikos Systems
313
SOFTWARE
17% growth this year, hit201
227
260
197
SERVICE
Inc. in Sunnyvale, Calif.
ting $637 million.
746
510
545
637
TOTAL
,
lkos got co-ownership of
,
I
II
There's a simple explana7%
17%
17%
AGR
portions of Racal's VHDL simution for the slowed growth: marlation and architectural-synthesis
ket leaders such as Mentor, which
SOURCE: DATAQUEST INC.
technologies and Racal got co-ownerbased in Beaverton, Ore., don't have
ship of lkos's ASIC libraries and tool
products ready. "System 8.0 from Mensim simulator and associated back-end technology (see p. 18).
tor is not shipping, but Mentor has
chip and board design tools, Valid has
strong account control," Collett says.
inally, upstart Synopsys, based in
"That means Mentor customer can't been hamstrung by business concerns.
Mountain View, Calif., purchased
"Valid is in transition from a hardswitch CAE vendors, but they aren't
VHDL
simulation capability from Zycad
ware
to
a
software
business,"
says
Colbuying Mentor's older tools either."
lett, afact that George Klaus, president with the intent of tightly integrating the
Mentor's problem is executing the visimulator with its ground-breaking logicand chief operating officer at Valid, consion it has described to the industry,
synthesLs product. Thus the company will
cedes. Klaus says he made the decision
says Peter Schleider, a partner at the
be
able to participate in the market for
to
focus
on
software
last
October
and
it
Minneapolis investment firm of Wessels,
top-down design by providing aVHDL
has taken two quarters to make it hapArnold 8c Henderson. Part of Schleider's
simulation/logic synthesis package.
pen. But he says the company's positive
skepticism revolves around technical
Besides the slow pace of getting solucash position—the highest since 1988—
risks Mentor has taken on. "They have
tions
to market, EDA suppliers are simtestifies
to
the
wisdom
of
the
move.
undertaken acomplete implementation
ply not offering the kinds of top-down
Besides the change in its business
of their software in C++ and object-oritools that have been preached about in
model, another plus for Valid that could
ented constructs," he says. "Both are imone day spell trouble for Mentor is a technical seminars. "System-level design
mature and unproven technologies."
is not anew concept; it has been around
$150 million investment from IBM Corp.
for some time but no one has impleavid Chen, vice president of Klaus says Big Blue evaluated the availmented it yet," says Daniel Gajski, acomable tools and determined that Valid's
marketing at Mentor, says the
puter-science professor at the University
was the one it wanted ported to its fastcompany has rotated about two thirds
of California in Irvine. "Designers design
growing RS/6000 workstation platform.
of its tools into C++, the largest C++ aplargely from the bottom up, and tool sui>
plication yet achieved, the company Schleider speculates that IBM wanted to
pliers built tools to cater to this approach.
attack Sun Microsystems Inc. in the EDA
claims. The promise of C++ and objectNow there is so much investment that
market
and
bought
into
Valid,
with
its
oriented technology is to simplify ports
people are not willing to switch to atrue
large Sun installed base, to do so.
to various hardware platforms, speed
top-down methodology."
Another player is much-beleaguered
upgrades and extensions to existing
One problem is defining "top." To
Dazix. The company clung tenaciously
tools, and accommodate the emerging
most
CAE vendors it means an electronto
life
after
it
was
formed
by
the
1989
industry framework standards.

S GROWTH SLOWING?

F

D
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This microcomputer software lets you
program using natural mathematical
notation
Wouldn't it be nice if you could solve your mathematical problems by simply typing them into
your PC just as you would write them down on
paper? With TKSolverPLUS you can do just
that.
• You just enter the set of equations you
want to solve using natural math symbols,
• Define the variables you know,

:30013,
wean
logo.

• Specify the units of measurement you
want,
• Press the solve key.
Then see your solutions in tabular form or plot the results on the screen or printer.
TK can do reverse calculations, or goal seeking! This powerful feature is best explained with this simple
example.

Suppose you're buying a$15500 car and you want to compute your loan payments. You're paying $3500
down and planning a4-year, 12 1/
2% loan. You enter the equations below, plug in the values and find your
monthly payment is $318.96.

price — down = loan
payment = loan *(rate/(1 — (1 + rate) "— term))
But suppose you'd rather pay $350 per month and shorten the term of the loan. Just enter your preferred
payment and tell TK to solve for the new loan term — without you having to rearrange the equations.
Or perhaps you'd like to shop for anew interest rate. TK's iterative solver will compute the interest rate you
need to pay off the loan in 31/
2years paying $350 per month.

This ability to backsolve makes TK incredibly easy to use and saves you countless hours of programming
time.
Of course not everyone wants to compute loan payments. But the benefits are the same no matter what
type of problems you have to solve ...business, engineering, statistics, or science.

Solve dozens of linear, non-linear or differential equations simultaneously •backsolving •if,
then, else rules •iterative solving •complex numbers •automatic plotting •Automatic unit
conversion •over 300 built-in functions and Iibrary routines •math co-processor support •store
equation models for later retrieval and use •not copy protected.

TKSolverPlus disks and full documentation
$395
Satisfaction Guaranteed! Or return the program within 30 days
for full credit or refund.

Chargecard users order toll-free 800-321-7003
(in Ohio 216/696-7000)

System Requirements: IBM PC line or 100% compatibles; 384K min memory; DOS 2.0 or higher; CGA,
EGA, or Hercules graphics

Penton Education Division
1100 Superior Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio 44114

ic circuit on aboard or on achip. But
J.C. Browne, founder and chief scientist
at Scientific and Engineering Software,
believes "top" starts well above that
level. In hardware design, he says, a
team leader determines the system requirements, creates an architecture that
meets them, and defines the behavior
of the system elements built in this architecture. Then the design team creates
the logic and gates that implement this
behavioral description. There are five
analogous steps in software design.
To simulate a system at the initial
stage when hardware and software engineering teams are determining requirements and building an architecture, Browne's company offers the
SES/Workbench. With it, a design
group can describe asystem such as a
VLSI pipelined central processing unit at

an architectural level. They create a
model of the CPU and submodels of elements it contains: cache, instruction
unit, pipeline, and so on. Next, using
the Workbench language, they describe
the behavior of models and associated
submodels, and then simulate operation. Exactly the same analysis can be
carried out for the software portion. SES
plans to put in place a tool that will
translate from Workbench to VHDL.
Elsewhere, what has been shipping
as top-clown solutions are tool sets such
as Amadeus from Cadence. At its core is
the Verilog simulator, which supports
high-level design descriptions and performs multilevel simulations. Rapidsim
from Valid, Quicksim II from Mentor,
System HILO 4 from GenRad, and
Cadat 2000 from Racal-Redac are competitive offerings.

B

ut some customers say today's
VHDL simulators are much too
slow to be useful. Nick English, director
of design systems at Harris Semiconductor in Melbourne, Fla., says his staff
evaluated four commercially available
units and found that all took two to
three hours to perform a behavioral
simulation of a 40,000-gate design.
None could simulate the behavior of a
multi-ASIC circuit board with 500,000gate complexity, he says.
Indeed, "As design sizes and complexity increase and as designers begin
to tackle the problem of simulating mulScanlon says. "Our solution will be for tiple ASICs in asystem, the need for acthe designer who needs to design a celeration becomes imperative," says
Pamela Mayer Bernal, vice president of
state-of-the-art chip."
marketing at Zycad. So in April, Zycad
Suhash Patil, chairman and executive
introduced its XP-140 Design Team Acvice president at Cirres Logic, is a pocelerator, which performs logic simulatential user of such atool However, Cirtions for circuit designs of 256,000 to 1
rus is another ASIC maker that has dismillion gates in complexity.
tinguished itself from its competitors
Acceleration also makes sense to Cathrough its own innovative design tools,
dence. In May the company announced
developed internally.
its own hardware accelerator, the XLCirrus's SLA Design System consists
Processor, apair of VME cards plugged
of aproprietary simulator and back-end
into the back of aSun compute server.
layout tools. "Our system has its own
data structure that was designed to eas- The coprocessors work in unison with
the Verilog simulator, which performs
ily interface with other design tools,"
says Patil. "We need a high degree of behavioral-level simulations while the
coprocessors accelerate gate- and
timing-simulation accuracy to deterswitch-level simulation, much like a
mine where adesign fails. This capabilmath coprocessor in aPC. The system
ity is not available from commercial simachieves a 15-times performance gain
ulators." The back-end layout tools give
over software simulation on aworkstaCirrus's system designers the ability to
tion, says Prabu Goel, president of Caproduce commercial-grade ICs without
dence's Systems Division.
having to know chip layout. "This alAnother requirement for systemlows us to turn around high-quality ICs
level design is models. If adesign team
very fast," Patil says.
But quick turnaround is not the only expects to simulate acomplete system,
it needs accurate models of all standard
consideration. Patil says the SLA tool encomponents, such as microprocessors
sures that the device is manufacturable
and the like. Logic Automation Inc. in
as well. It also allows Cirrus to squeeze
Beaverton, Ore., has long offered a
the most out of a given process techlarge number of software models. But
nology. Getting this kind of competitive
hardware models are in demand for
advantage out of commercial tools,
parts with no software versions. Logic
which are available to every Tom, Dick,
Modeling Systems has stepped into the
and Harry in the ASIC business, is not
breach with two offerings, the LM-1200
likely.—J.McL.
and LM-500 hardware modelers. CI

RIMER CIAL TOOLS?
WHO NEEDS C

or en years ago, CAE vendors were
preaching that the semiconductor industry should stop spending R&D
dollars developing its own design tools
and use commercially available products instead. Two chip makers that have
ignored this advice—VLSI Technology
Inc. of San Jose, Calif., and Cirrus Logic
Inc. of Fremont, Calif—have some interesting perspectives on flouting the
conventional wisdom.
ASIC maker VLSI Technology recently spun out Compass Design Automation, the company's in-house EDA
team, as a separate company. Inside
VLSI Technology, the group developed
anumber of leading-edge products, including adata-path compiler, logic synthesizer, and anew product the company is calling an ASIC synthesizer.
Contrary to what the design-tool industry says, a chip maker like VLSI
Technology must develop its own tools
to suit its own design needs, says Taylor
Scanlon, vice president of North American and Asia/Pacific Operations. "We
have fabricated ASICs with 250,000
gates that's over amillion transistors—
and they worked first time," he says.
Tools able to achieve the density, performance, and power requirements an
ASIC vendor must provide cannot be
bought off the shelf, in Scanlon's view.
"In launching Compass, we will not
compete with other CAE tool vendors,"

Currently, the Department of Defense is requiring all its vendors to provide their system descriptions in VI-DL.
Thus, all CAE vendors will ultimately
offer VHDL in addition to their proprietary high-level description languages.
Even personal computer-based simulators are offering VHDL capability, as in
Susie version 6.0 from Aldec Co. of
Newbury Park, Calif.
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LOOK FOR AN END
TO THE RECESSION
BY AUTUMN
months, the recession will lxxtom in SeptemI
I
.industrial

production stays flat for the next six
0.4 -

ber-October, allowing earnings to rise for the industrial sector in the first half of 1992. But for now.
0.2 Large Cap Companies
order patterns in April and early May offered little
11.. Small Cap Companies
evidence that the recession has ended.
0.0
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
Meanwhile, the computer price war is the final
THROUGH 5/7/91
Source U.S. Department al Commerce
page in the industry's transition to anorrnal capitalIf the recession reaches its nadir this fall, as predicted, then look
goocls market. Even though demand for palmtop
for earnings to turn up in the first half of 1992.
and laptop computers remains robust, the installed
base of desktop PCs, minicomputers, and mainframes is underutilized due to lack of adequate software. So to maintain
DURABLE GOOD
unit volume, manufacturers must offer improved performance at asignifNEW ORDERS
icantly lower price. The recession has intensified this trend, and pricing
wars are permanently lowering the customers perception of what hardware should cost—not to mention vendors' profit margins.
Component demand continues to hold up better than finished-goods
categories, in line with norrnal seasonal inventory building. If the computer price war increases volume, look for improved component demand despite weaker revenues for computer manufacturers. Also, auto
pmcluction is likely to remain weak at least through the third quarter.
Communications demand is being held down by the weakness in
new business formations and slower capital-spending trends. The
aerospace industry continues to work through the enormous backlog,s ac-s
cumulated over the past several years, but the depressed state of the comt
mercial airline industry implies stretchouts of shipments continuing for at
1.1111111111111111111111110.11111111111.1{•11111,1

II1111111111111111"1,1111.1
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least the next several months. Defense demand may improve to replenish inventories depleted by the war, but overall trends suggest aflat demand fin-the forseeable future. la
Mark Paw. McDonald Securities Inc., Cleveland (216443-2379)
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Demand for durable goods, as reflected in the
order rate, continues to be weak.
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With adequate software lacking, manufacturers must

Demand for components is continuing to hold up, in line

offer improved performance at a significantly lower price.
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with normal seasonal inventory building.
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DIRECT
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By the Manufacturer

To Advertise Call Brian Ceraolo (201) 393-6260
*

68HC11
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The Best 8051 Emulator"

IEEE-488 and V Mu, Control,
Data Acquisition ,, ••' Analysis

PC-based emulator for 68HC11

-

5 ft cable

80

SEE EEM 90/91
Pages D 1320-1323

PC based emulators for the 8051 family

SEE VEO 50501

8031. 8032. 8051, 8052. 130C152/158/3211851/852,51FAMIGE1/515/517/535/837/
552/582/852/851. 80532, 83C451/5528552/751/752/851, 11388, 07C151/552/751/
752. 8751. 8752. OS5000 • CMOS
TOM

•
•
•
•

Pug« D 1320-1323
MI PC plug-in or RS-232 box.

•

PC plug-in boards or RS-232 box.
Full Source-level Debugger

wIcomplete

•
•

C-variable support.

48 bit wide, 16K deep trace, with "source line trace."

•

Ask about our demo VIDEO

CORPORATION

51 E Campbell Avenue
Campbell, CA 95008
FAX 1408) 378-7869
(408) 866-1820

NOHAU CORP.

Call 408-378-2912
Nehav's 24.hoor
informal« 08006
recent info ea eur FAX

CIRCLE 161

Symbolic and C Source Level Debugging, including in-line
assembler and disassembler

rus onoi

CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE DEMO DISK!

No intrusions to the 68HCI1's resources.
disturbing emulation. Time stamping. Two level trigger.

83C751, 800515/800517. 83C752.
Prices: 32K Einuletor 8031 $1790: 4K Trace 01495

Free 1991 color catalog of instrumentation products for
personal computers and workstations-application software
with graphical user interfaces acquires data from RS-232,
GPIB, or VXI instruments and PC data acquisition boards,
and anahises and presents data. Includes data acquisition,
GPIB, and VMEbus controller boards, and signal condoning.

Up to 16 MHz real time emulation.

• 48 bit wide 16K deep trace. All functions usable without

la "Bond-out" pods for 8051. 83C552, 83C451, 83C652,

noHau

Instrument Control and Data Acquisition

Pull-doom menus wen full window support, combined with
command-dnven User Interface.

Up to 30 MHz real-time emulation.

•

Supports A. E. D. E K and L parts.

Prices: 64K Emulator and pod 02590; OK Trace 01995

rus ere

CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE DEMO DISK!
Call 408-378-2912
51 E. Campbell Avenue

noHau

CORPORATION

NohauS 24-hour

Campbell, CA 95008
FAX (408) 378-7869
(408)

esa-1820

informal« cerne, 10

National Instruments
6504 Bridge Point Parkway, Austin, TX 78730
(512) 794-0100 •(800) 433-3488 •Fax (512) 794-8411

recewe into na your Feb

NOHAU CORP.

CIRCLE 153

NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS

CIRCLE 122

r
SC/FOX' Embedded-System Computers
SC/FOX VME SOC (Single Board Computer) 18 MIPS. 60 MIPS burst, generalslot-1 Master/Slave System Controller. Up to 512K bytes
memory. 1SCSI. 1ptr, 2serial ports. Uses 16-bit Harris OTO 2000.
purpose.

0-ws

SC/FOX PCS (Parallel Coprocessor System) 15 MIPS. 50 MIPS burst, general

purpose PC/AT/386 plug-in board, 32k to 1M byte 0-sis static
ple PCS operation. SCSI option. Uses Harris OTO 2000.

OPTICS CATALOG
Free 130-page catalog from largest supplier of "offthe-shelf" optics. Product descriptions, photos, data,
graphs, ordering information for lenses, prisms, optical
flats, reticles, mirrors, etc.
ROLYN OPTICS, 706 Arrow Grand Circle, Covina, CA.
91722-2199 (818) 915-5707, FAX: (213) 915-1379.
FREE CATALOG

memory. multi-

burst, Stand-alone
operation. Eurocard size. 1 ptr. 1 serial port, up to 512K bytes 0-os memory.
250-pin user connectors. SCSI option. Uses Harris OTO 2000.
SC/FOX SOC (Single Board Computer) 18 MIPS, 60 MIPS

CIRCLE 123

SC/FOX PCS32

(Parallel Coprocessor System32)

15

MIPS

to 70

MIPS,

general-purpose PC/AT/386 32-bit plug-in board with 64K to 1M byte 0-ws

NEW SCHEMATIC AND PCB SOFTWARE
With support for extended and expanded memory,
HiWIRE Il can handle your most demanding schematic and PCB designs quickly and easily. The
unique HiWIRE editor allows you to display and edit
schematics and PCBs simultaneously, using the
same commands for each. HiWIRE II is $995, and is
guaranteed.

static memory. Uses 32-bit SC32 Forth microprocessor.
Ideal

for embedded real-time control, data acquisition, or high-speed
Forth software and utilities included, C optional. 0E5,1 pricing.

pro-

cessing

SILICON COMPOSERS INC. (415) 322-8763
208 California Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 94306
SILICON COMPOSERS

CIRCLE 117

WINTEK CORPORATION
1801 South Street, Lafayette, IN 47904
(800) 742-6809 or (317) 448-1903
WINTEK

CIRCLE 110
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Analog Circuit Simulation
SPICE FOR THE PC

(XT, AT, 386, 486)

Option,.
Geld
Slam Geld
Zorn

haw Tled

I•dero
791
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A 25th anniversary edition of the Bivar catalog of hardware for electronics features several new product lines,
including clips and rings for mounting LEDs, connector
cutout covers, and a greatly expanded line of mounts
and spacers to military specifications. The 38-page,
applications-based catalog offers over 5000 cost-saving
products for prirted circuit board packaging and comportent installation. The products are carefully designed
and manufactured to assist engineers in the reduction of
work and reject and inspection problems.
BIVAR, INC.
4 Thomas, Irv'le, CA 92718
(714) 951-8808 Fax: (714) 951-3974

C. 'et
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•Schematic Entry •SPICE Simulation
•Model Libraries
•Waveform Graphics
lntusoft has it all at an Affordable Price!
I
NTEGRATED, EASY TOM SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT, FEATURING:
A powerful SPICE (IsStrics) simulator performing AC, DC,
Transient, Noise, Fourier, Distortion, Sensitivity, Monte Carlo,
and Temperature analyses, Extensive model libraries,
Schematic entry, and Waveform processing. Starting at $95 for
IsSoics, complete systems are available for $815.

TeL 213-833-0710
CIRCLE 119
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Call Or Write For
Your Free Demo and
Information Ka!

BIVAR
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ELECTRONIC ASSEMBLY CATALOG

P.O. Box 710 San Pedro,

fr
.n
e

iniFsoft

INTUSOFT

TEH6S-1,

Q9if

formerly
TESS
PC Block Diagram Simulator

at

rit

*4-

CA 90733-0710

M"
odems DSP satcom, nay, controls...
ste.
Time, are tough: shorter schedules,
fewer engineers. TESLA can help you:
O'm
•Detect problems before breadboarding.
•1:10 proposals ,that sell with pert. data.
And thedi‘esitiesign alternatives fast.
•Bring specs to life in aworking model.
*Show junior engineers, the big picture.
•Put alab in youretop fo just $695!
11116,
Demo disk.404 -751 -9785jax:404-664 -5817
TESOFfe,c Box 305, Roswell. GA 30077

Fax 213-833-9658
CIRCLE 111

TESOFT
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OrCAD
Schematic Design Tools

Release IV
With Release IV of Schematic
Design Tools, OrCAD now offers the ESP framework, over
20,000 unique library parts,
more printer/plotter drivers, and
many new features. Only $595

OrCAD °

I lea
EL I.

Call (503) 690-9881 for a
FREE demonstration disk.

RUGGED AND HIGH PERFORMANCE COMPUTER SYSTEMS
WITH FOLD DOWN KEYBOARD AND VGA MONI rOR
FOR RACK, BENCH OR PORTABLE APPLICATIONS

SAVE MONEY
With Lexan FR700 Film
For Barrier Insulation
•UL94 V-0 rated at .010" •High heat resistance of
275°F • Excellent dielectric strength • Easy
fabrication—sharp folds, intricate die-cut shapes •
Competitively priced •Call for free information:
(800)451-3147

GE Plastics
Structured Products
Regutereel Trademark of elE.

OrCAD

CIRCLE 120

DOES THIS 1/9th
PAGE AD
GET ATTENTION?
Yes it Does.
You've just proved that.
Increase your sales leads without
spending alot of money by advertising
your product or service in ELECTRONICS
DIRECT CONNECTION ADS.
For further information call:

BRIAN CERAOLO
(201) 393-6260

GE PLASTICS

CIRCLE 112

STANDARD FEATURES INCLUDE:
•12 SLOT PASSIVE BACK PLANE, 250W POWER SUPPLY
•80386 CPU CARD AT 20/25/33 MHz, UP TO 8MB OF ZERO WAIT
STATE RAM
•SONY TRINITRON TUBE, HIGH RESOLUTION VGA (640X480)
MONITOR AND CARD
•ROOM TO MOUNT THREE HALF HEIGHT DRIVES
'2SERIAL, 1PARALLEL PORT, MS DOSIGW BASIC
ALSO AVAILABLE WITH 80488 OR 80288 CPU CARDS IN VARIOUS
CONFIGURATIONS, FOR FURTHER DETAILS CONTACT:
1131 SYSTEMS INC., 6842 NW 20 AVE.
FT. LAUDERDALE, FL 33309. 305-978-9225
FAX: 305-978-9226 TELEX: 529482 1131 SYSTEMS
IBI SYSTEMS
CIRCLE 128

SCHEMATIC CAPTURE TO PCB LAYOUTS $795
Before buying P-CAD. PADS-2000, PROTEL, etc you owe i
yourself to check out our End-to-End ONE SYSTEM Solution.

Compare Specs for yourself...
GUARANTEED to out-pert arm other PC based systems costing much more
with Superior Analog. SMT dDigital features such as:
g Integrated Schematic Capture d2Sided SMT support (Not an add-rail.
"¡Integrated 2-D Drawing editor for mechanical. Outline. Fab. etc dwgs.
• Design PCB from ahost of Nelist formats, or on the fly without anelist.
• Unrld grids. pads &trace sizes: GND plane shapes, 1gm resolution etc
• Curved &straight traces. Parts. Blocks. etc rotation in 1° increments.
g Forward ti Backward annotation. On-line DRC, SCH/PCB dot. check etc
• Dynamic EMS memory support (Not 640K Limited) for large designs.
• User definable Menus. Keys. ti Mezzos: Gerber ti Laser plots included.
• Achoice of 3optional powerful Autrouters assures 100% completion.
yFULL FUNCTION evaluative package with over 850 pages of well
illustrated manuals (5 books) for $75 (USA .1 CANADA ONLY)
‘. 30 (45 intl.) days Money back Guarantee.

INTERACTIVE CAD SYSTEMS
2352 Rambo Cf, Santa Clara, CA 95054
Call: (408) 970-0852 Fax: (408) 986-0524
INTERACTIVE CAD SYSTEMS

CIRCLE 166

Quality Debugging Accessories
• Protect your ICs from damage. Insert and extract LCC,
PLCC, PGA, and PUP packages with the right tool.
• Use receptacle boards to build test fixtures, and mount
your test equipment, in half the time.
• Get the right production sockets, burn-in sockets, test
leads, and test clips for SMT, SOIC, or PLCC circuits.
• Quick turnaround on custom engineering services, if
needeo. For afree catalog, contact:
Emulabon Technology, Inc.
2344 Wain .
,
.ve. Santa Clara, CA 95051
Phone:408-982-0660 FAX:408-982-0664
EMULATION TECHNOLOGY

CIRCLE 114

DIRECT

Complete Line of Debug Tools

CONNECTION

Upgrade to an IEEE-488.2 Controller

ADS

CURRENT, VOLTAGE, POWER, TRANSDUCERS

• Famous Bug Katcher'" makes it easy to attach test leads
to ICs in LCC, PLCC, PGA, PQFP, and DIP packages.
• Eliminates need for noisy cables; reduces capacitance
and inductance in your test set-up.
• You can also quickly isolate and reconnect sections of
your socketed IC with our Bug Isolator.'" (All packages.)
• Quick turnaround on custom engineering services, if
needed. For afree catalog, contact:

National Instruments has announced a new program so that
its customers can take advantage of the new IEEE-488.2
and SCPI standards. Customers can exchange their current
controller board for a new IEEE-488.2-compatible controller
board for a small upgrade fee. All of National Instruments
PC-based boards, including the popular GPIB-PC11/11A, are
covered under this upgrade program.

Emulation Technology. Inc.
2344 Walsh Ave. Santa Clara, CA 95051
Phone: 408-982-0660 FAX:408-982-0664

6504 Bridge Point Parkway, Austin, TX 78730
(512) 794-0100 •(800) 433-3488 •Fax (512) 794-8411

AMERICAN AEROSPACE CONTROLS, INC.
570 Smith Street, Farmingdale, N. Y. 11735
Phone: (516) 694-5100 Fax: (516) 694-6739

NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS

AMERICAN AEROSPACE CONTROLS

EMULATION TECHNOLOGY

CIRCLE 127

National Instruments

CIRCLE 129

Featured in this catalog are AC and DC current
sensors, AC and DC current level detectors,
frequency transducers, AC voltage sensors,
watt and var transducers, bidirectional current
sensors. Specifications, descriptions, photos
of these units are provided as well as application and ordering information.
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DEVICE INTERCONNECT
Programmable Logic

E-BEAM DIRECT WRITE

Design Tools

quarter micron
quick-turn

Release IV
The makers of the world's most
popular schematic design Tools
also sell the BEST programmable logic design tools for only
$495. This PC-based product
offers power features you need.

OrCAD

',MUM
IBM
IL la

Call (503) 690-9881 for a
FREE demonstration disk.
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OrCAD

COMPLETE RACK MOUNT
INDUSTRIAL COMPUTER SYSTEM
FOR ONLY $3,990
THE ST-4100-286
SYSTEM INCLUDES:
•12 SLOT PASSIVE
BACKPLANE
•250W POWER
SUPPLY
•80286 CPU AT
8/16 MHZ, 1MB RAM
•2SERIAL/1
PARALLEL PORT
=VGA (800X600)
CARD AND RACK
MOUNT 14" VGA MONITOR
•1.2MB AND 1.44MB FLOPPY DRIVES
•3.5" RUGGED 40MB HARD DISK
•101 KEYBOARD, MS DOS/GW BASIC
ALSO AVAILABLE 80386 SYSTEMS AT 20, 25 OR 33 MHZ
AND 80486 SYSTEMS AT 25 MHZ ON ISA OR EISA BUS. FOR
FURTHER DETAILS CONTACT:

IBI SYSTEMS INC.,

6842 NW 20 AVE.,
FT. LAUDERDALE, FL 33309
TEL: (305) 978-9225 FAX: (305) 978-9226
TELEX: 529482 IBI SYSTEMS
IBI SYSTEMS
CIRCLE 125

SOLUTIONS
IRONWOOD Electronics offers acomprehensive line of
devices for your interconnect needs. We have hundreds
of prototyping adaptors and sockets for PGA, OFP, PLCC,
LCC, PGA, ZIP, and many more packages. Our line of
clips for probing all different sizes of the different packages also number in the hundreds. We also do custom
designs quickly and inexpensively including SMT components and tight spacing and supply the highest quality
solutions. Call us for your Interconnect needs.

IRONWOOD ELECTRONICS
P.O. BOX 21151, ST. PAUL, MN 55121
(612) 431-7025; FAX (612) 432-8616
IRONWOOD ELECTRONICS

FastLine
Technologies, Inc.
(213)

C
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Interactive/Real-Time

Analog Circuit Simulation
ECA-2 Electronic Circuit Analysis offers: • AC, DC,
Transient, Fourier, and Temperature Analysis with
Nominal. MonteCarlo and/or Worst-Case component
values •Interactive or batch modes •Full nonlinear simulation • Sine, Pulse, PWL, SFFM, and Exponential
generators •IBM PC/Mac •Multiple plots •On-line real
time graphics -2to 50 times faster than SPICE •Over
5(X/ nodes •Advanced component parameters •Component optimization sweeping •Full editing, built-in or external •New detailed 424 page manual

317-5195

fax

(213)

FASTLINE TECHNOLOGIES

317-5483
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YOUR
AD
HERE
Black and White?
Or Full Color?
Now the choice is yours.
Simply send us your copy.
54 characters per line X 10 lines Max.

Call for FREE DEMO!

IIJ

Plus a black and white glossy, color print, slide, or
transparency and a two-line headline, max. 30
characters per line. We'll do the rest. Or you can

Tatum Labs, Inc.
3917 Research Park Dr. 84, Ann Arbor, MI 41108
313463-8810
TATUM LABS

Lithography Services

CIRCLE 119

do it all and send us your complete, 23/
16"w X
3"d Negatives (B/W or 4/C).

MARKETPLACE
BUSINESS SERVICES
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Abbott Electronics

2025 Gateway Place, Suite 354
San Jose, California 95110

OUR LAWYERS
CAN COLLECT FOR YOU
FASTER THAN A
COLLECTION AGENCY.
We are aunique
management firm with a
Network of Collection
Attorneys specializing in
collection law.

INNOVATIVE NETWORK
1-800-348-DEBT

(408) 441-0550

408) 441-6052FAX

Sal F. Marino
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RELIABILITY PREDICTION
SOFTWARE
ARE YOUR ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS RELIABLE?
RelCalc 2 automates MIL-HDBK-217E on your IBM PC!
Very easy to use Try our Demo Package today for $25.
T-CUBED SYSTEMS
(818) 991-0057
FAX (818) 991-1281

31220 La Baya Dove "110
Westlake %/Wage CA 91362

(Orange County/San Diego County)
16255 Ventura Boulevard, Suite 300
Encino, CA 91436

(818) 990-9000 FAX: (818) 905-1206

2Illinois Center Building, Suite 1300
(312) 861-0880 FAX: (312) 861-0874
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Neutron

. Circuit Evaluation • Parts Selection • Retrofit
Protection •Customer Liaison •Tests •Reports
JS Associates
7900 Lafon Place
St. Louis, Missouri 63130
314-726-6469

(02) 997-1303
FAX: 31 2997 1500

ITALY
Cesare Casiraghi, Casiraghi Cesare, S.A.S.Via dei Colli, I. 22070
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KOREA

011-39-031/976377 FAX: 39 031/976382
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Silicon Composers

Charles C.V. Liu, General Supervisor
IInked Pacific International, Inc.

John Maycock

FOR SALE -Used In Demo Lab Hollis Poly Clean IIn Line Cleaner,
Model No. 204786,208V/140 AMP/
60Hz/ 3PH -Excellent Condition $1 3,00 0 Or Best Offer. Call
Genesolv/Baron Blakeslee (708)
451)-3900 Kirk Bonner.
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Capital Equipment Corp

Samsung Electronics
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TELEX: 13039 Sll'AS NL
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Anritsu Corp

Interactive CAD Systems
Intusoft

611 Route 96 West

Analog, RF, signal processing, power supply, A/D
and D/A interface circuit design for military industrial or commercial applications. Turn-key
development, from initial specs to production.

16-17
14-15

Analog Devices

Hewlett Packard

Waltham, MA 02154
NEW YORK

Circuit Design & Development

AMP, Inc.
Amphenol Corp.

The Hirol Company

400 5th Avenue
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INFORMATION CENTER
Use the postage-paid card on the facing page;
circle the number of each company you would like to know more about.
BATTERIES
198 -Sonnenschein—II you need more
than just abattery—new generation,
higher current capacity.
199 -Tadiran—Lithium batteries: no
one else offers all these advantages,
including highest cell voltage, highest
energy density.

CAE/CAD SOFTWARE
189 -OrCAD—W ith the new Release
IV, the limits are gone: schematic parts
library, digital simulation, pc-board layout, expanded memory.

COMMUNICATIONS
177 -Fujitsu—The secret to better Ethernet is NICE, the MB86960 Network
Interface Controller with Encoder/Decoder from Fujitsu.
1-Motorola—The MicroTAC Digital
Personal Communicator can take alot
of abuse.

COMPONENTS
207 -Analog Devices—Now it's easy to
get the right component in the right
quantity for your application.
208 -Alcatel—Here's how to turn a
relay with two changeover contacts into
one with four.
209 -Amphenol—We supply our clients
with awide array of connector parts.
227 -Fujitsu—Save time with our first
multichip stepper-motor driver in a
single package.
178 -Hirol—Die-cut components:
computers, two-way communication
devices.
206 -Pico—Dc-dc converters with wide
input range.
206 -Pico—Plug-in surface-mount axial
inductors, toroidal insulated leads.
225 -Teledyne—The Centigrid DPDT
relays are CMOS-compatible; no amplification or buffering needed.

COMPUTER BOARDS
215 -CEC—Control any IEEE-488 device; cards, cables, software for the
PC/AT/386, EISA, MicroChannel, and
NuBus.
223 -Eltec—When speed is paramount:
IC40, the VMEbus board for graphics
and image processing.

CONNECTORS
172 -AMP—The ANMPMODU 50/50
grid connectors give you achoice of
parallel pc-board stack heights.
183 -Elco—Greater world-class power
from new global connections: Elco and
A'VX with Kyocera.

MANUFACTURING
200 -EDS—Helping you shorten lead
times, accelerate your delivery schedules, and improve on stringent quality
standards.
196 -Philips—The MCM 8 places the
smallest passive component through to
large ICs.

MATERIALS
216 -BASF—Materials for awide range
of uses in an international commitment
to the worldwide electrical engineering
community.
203 -Bayer—The materials supplier can
often play avital role.
205 -Krupp Widia—Permanent and
soft magnetic materials mean precision
and safety.

MEMORY ICS
210 -Samsung—Continuing to deliver
high quality and service in electronics:
VRAMs, FIF0s, EEPROMs.
188 -White—Megabit memories as big
as your imagination: state-of-the art
memory capacities in the package size
you need.
ELECIRONalUNE 1991

POWER SUPPLIES
219 -Abbott—Mil-Pac high-density
military power supplies now ac to dc;
actual output 20 W.
202 -Vicor—Over 2,500 standard
models add up to your power-system
solution, and alot of flexibility,
whatever your requirements.

SOFTWARE
224 -TechExpress—One-stop shopping:
we offer hundreds of microcomputer
technical software packages to choose
from.

TEST & MEASUREMENT
181 -Anritsu—The highest levels of
measuring accuracy for all types of
communications.
195 -GenRad—Helping you accelerate
products from design through manufacturing to your customer.
173 -Hewlett-Packard—Committed to
keeping your production line up and
running.
186 -Hewlett-Packard—When quality
depends on calibration, you can depend on HP.
194 -National Instruments—LabWindows 2.0's graphical user interface
brings anew look to data acquisition
and instrument control.
204 -PTS—A low-noise, fast-switching
signal source: the PTS line of precision
synthesizers.
197 -Pearson—Measure pulse or ac
currents from milliamperes to kiloamperes with aPearson current monitor.
212 -Stanford Research Systems—The
FS700 LORAN-C frequency standard
provides the optimum, cost-effective
solution for frequency management and
calibration applications.
185 -Teradyne—Boundary scan is a
breakthrough in low-cost, high-quality
board testing: the Victory software
series.

WORKSTATIONS
190 -Hewlett-Packard—Whatever
you're launching, you'll get it to market
faster with anew HP Apollo RISC
workstation.
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Electronics SUBSCRIPTION AUTHORIZATION
*Prepayment is Required

Li Payment enclosed
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Company
Address
City/Province
State/Country/Postal Code

G

Telephone Number
Charge my subscription to:
ClAmerican Express IIIVisa
EMastercard ...Interbank#

Subscription Rates *

1year

2years

Accoun t#

U.S.

$ 60.00

$100.00

Date Card Expires

CANADA

$ 70.00

$120.00

Signature

INTERNATIONAL

$125.00

$225.00

Date
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'PAY BY CREDIT CARD
OR PUT IN ENVELOPE
WITH YOUR CHECK,
MAIL ORDER OR BANK
DRAFT IN U.S. FUNDS.

"You're going to do
what to the cellular phone
in this commercial? Run
over it with agolf cart? I
sure hope you guys know
what you're doing"
That was Lee 'frevino's
reaction when he was told
the kind of abuse that was
in store for the Motorola
Micro T•A•C' Digital Personal
"A jot of people

Communicator during the

dropped, bumped, thrown

shooting of his first commer-

and muddied," said Trevino.

call me adur-

cial for Motorola.

"They did just about every-

able player"

to hold up as well
as my Motorola
phone, I'll

thing," he added, "but hit it

concluded

Micro T-A•C able to with-

off atee with athree wood.

Trevino, "and

tour for avery

stand the pressure of a

Yet, after all that abuse, it

if Icontinue

long time"

heavy golf cart, but its dura-

performed like achamp. It's

bility thoroughly impressed

obvious that the Motorola

Well, not only was the

Lee 11-evino.
"I saw the Micro T.A-C

be on the

cellular phone is put
together to stay together'

The way we put them together sets us apart.

Testimonial reflects actual events (M) Motorola and Micro T'A'C Digital Personal Communicatar are tradernarics of Motorola Inc Oi9S; Motorola
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Anew generation of performance.
Next generation compatibility.
The new SPARCstationn from Sun Microsystems
Because they're SPARC chips, they're completely
delivers almost twice the CPU performance of previous
compatible with over 2100 SPARCwaren" products. They
generations —the highest performance in its class.
offer true scalability into awide spectrum of applications.
The reason for this
And agrowth path for future high-performance products.
blazing speed: The highestGet this level of performance, potential, and compatibilperformance
CMOS SPARC® ity for your next-generation products.
CY7(802
07001
I»
available. The CY7C601,
The Cypress SPARC.
Floating Point Unit
Inicyer
32-bit SPARC microprocessor and CY7C157 16K x16
Cache Storage Units from
For the whole story on RISC,
Cache
Cypress Semiconductor.
call the Cypress Hotline
Storage
07004
Cypress 0.8 micron CMOS
Units
at 1-800-952-6300.*
gives the CY7C601 SPARC
Ask for dept. C9M.
Cache Controller and Memory
RISC microprocessor 40
Management Unit
MHz clock rates and a
The complete SPARC chipset,
designed by our ROSS Technology
sustained throughput
..'Aimm
""'•.."e•"`
ly.
subsidiary, is now available for
of
29
MIPS.
high-volume applications.
Ii
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.11800) 833-0306 in Canada. (32) 2-652-0270 in Europe. ©1991 Cypress
Semiconductor, 3901 North First Street, San Jose, CA 95134. Phone:
1-1408) 943-2600, Telex: 821032 CYPRESS SN.I UD. TWX: 910-997-0753. SPARC is a
registered trademark of SPARC International, Inc. SPARCstation and SPARCware are
trademarks of SPARC International. Inc. Products bearing the SPARC trademark are
based on an architecture developed by Sun Microsystems, Inc.
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